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4930. In a large number of cases the children
4939. At home they have hot air pumps 1are suffering from post-nasal growth i do you Then the colder air outside will come in at every
think the small bedrooms and want of ventila- crack.
tion haa anything to do with that 1-It would
4940. "By Mr. Menzies.-Your argument is,
be indirectly, rather than directly; we think with there is not a striking contrast between the tempost-nasal growth, in its early stages, there is perature inside and outside the house 1-Yes, I
some irritation that sets up inflammabion of the oolieve that is of great assistance to ventilation.
nose and throat. Whenever you get bad sleeping
4941. Do you think you are getting better reconditions, and a child breathing a vit,iated atmo- sults as the fruit of your work in connexion with
sphere, you get some irritation, just as a.ny bac- the Department 7-1 am sure we will, but it must
teria will be breathed and breathed again, in- be gradual-we have to work through the parents.
stead of fresh air-it would be indirectly, not
4942. By the Chairman.-Do you find the
directly.
parents respond to th.e advice given by t.he doctors?
4931. By the Han. H. F. Richarason.-You -We publish in each report a table showing the
refer to nearly all those cases as aruemic; is that amount of treatment that is done, and the numthe principal complaint that children get from ber of those who co-operate is steadily increasing,
overcrowding 1-That is the firsP indication- but, as everywhere, there is a percentage always
change of colour-it is not gross amemia, but a , who do not.
.
change of, colour is distinctly noticeable.
4943. By the Hon. J. G. Aikma.n.-Do you see
4932. By tlM Chairman.""7'Did you see Dr. the parents 7-At parents' meetings, or if anyRobertson's report when he made an inspection thing spedal is required we send for ~hem.
4944. By
thie
Chairman.-Suppose
you
of a number of children in an industrial suburb 7
examine a girl or boy, and you point out general
-I do not remember that.
'
4933. In that he states it was noticeable that defects in the child, and you recommend a medithe children in fhe industrial suburbs were cal officer's attention being drawn at once, how
shorter, and very much lighter than the children do you know that the parents carry it out 1in the residential suburbs--do your observations Through the teacher; the teacher inquires at the
bear that out ~-Dr. Sutton has some statistics' end of a certain number of weeks if the child has
been to see a doctor or a dentist, and he records
that he will give you.
it.. He does it again at the end of six months,
4934. By 2Ifr. jJ{ enzies.-Amemia will be more and oocords it. The cases that have not then
prevalent in a hot climate than in a climate such received treatment; we send an urgent notice to,
as we get in the Old Country 1-That is a problem sa.ying the medical officer has learned that they
that we hope will be worked out; I believe have not done it, and asking them to do it.
.
ana:lmia is probably due to wrong housing condi4945. Suppose· it is a case of an expensive
tions in hot and tropical countries.
medical treatment, and the person is poor-how
4935. Rather than to t,he t-emperature 1--- Yes, do you deal with that case·1-We have not had
but we must take into account that> there are to deal with it. It is all right in the metropolis;
special tropical diseases.
there ar,e abundance of hospitals for all condi4936. Speaking from a lay poin~ of view, is it, tions, except dental conditions. The only place
not noticeable that people who go from a rare they can get dent-a1 treatment at reduced rates
climate, such as Ballarat, into a part like the is at the Dental Hospital, and they have so much
Wimmera, where they have it 115 degrees in the work to do that they do not cater for children j
shade lose their colour, and hecome ana:lmic look- but in the country there is great difficulty,
ing, ~ far as appearance is concerned 1-To some especially in the teeth and eye; the::e are very
extent that is so j but if you were sleeping, in th,e few oG,culists outside the big centr·es.
same room in Ballarat and the Wimmera it would
4946. In your last report you mentioned in
be better ventilated in Ballarat, because it is the Wimmera cases of sandy blight-that the
colder; I think the ho~ter the temperature the. children's eyesight is very badly affected-how
more difficult it is to get ventilation unless you . do the people in that part of the country get on 1
are sleeping out. When you get wet bulb read- ; - I would like you to ask Dr. Fitzgerald that
ings the conditions are not so healthy, and that I question.
might have something to do with aruemia, but I : 4947. By the Hon. H. F. R,ichardson.-On the
do not think variations of temperature itself will : sheet you have Nationality "A" and "E"make so much an;emia as we have been accus- i what does that mean ~-" A" Australia, "E"
tamed to believe, it is more housing conditions 'I for Eu,glish, and so on. All OUr work is based
and want of fresh air. Taking a warm climate, I on the uegree of Australianship of each child.
the first thing people do is to put up a verandah, i
4948. By the Chairman.-Is your Department
and; perha.ps, both the door and window open on undermanned ?-Decidedly. I believe there are
to th.e verandah, and immediately you diminish about 250,000 children in the State schools, and
the chance of a current of air getting into the we are able to do between 12,000 and 13,000.
room j I think verandahs very often spoil ventila- ; That is all w,e see of the children, and we see
tion.
!
them once in two years.
4937. The bungalow type of house is not good:
4949. How many children have been examined
for a warm climate 7-It depends. upon whether up to date ?-The figures are published in the reyou allow for the percolations out. If you have port. \Ve would need a fltaff of nine or ten
a verandah on one side and a window on the other medical officers to. control medical inspection in
side it would not interfere with the ventilation.
this State-that is full time officers.
4950. Is it possible that a large number of
4938. By the Han. H. F. Richardson.-Is
there not more ventilation in the dwellings here children will go right through their primary
than in Great Britain 1-1 think in Great Britain, courses in the State schools without being
with a colder climate a smaller spac.e will let in examined 1-\Ve cannot attend to the whole
more fresh air, it it comes. in of its own accord, State, it would take us ten years to do them
the air gets in easily, but we do, not get the air once. We have made a selection of schools, and
in so easily here. If you have the same tempera- the number of children that we control, and we
tUr;;) inside as outside, and no wind blowing, you do thr,s~ as if .the medical }nspection were complete; the ot4ers ar.;) ]fat touched at all.
get very lit~le ventilation.
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4951. In order :to have a complete system of
examination you want six or seven mOre officers
. appointed ~-It is specified in Qne oJ the· reports;
I think the number is se,ven.
4952. How many are appointed in New South
Wales 1-1 believe it is twelve at present.
4953. By the H01/,. J. St'ernber.g.-You have
been associated with the Education Department
for how long ~-]'our years and nine months.
4954. When the, Department first established
your branch were there three officers 1':-'Yes; the
same as at present.
4955. What were your duties originally Y-I
think I may say they were the same as they are
now, only we find the administrative wprk increases as w.e go along; we have to develop our
own methods of medical inspection-the way in
which it will be done-we have to compare these
returns and investigate conditions, and we have
to do a great deal in the teaching of hygiene.
We must be available for medical experts' advice
whenever required by the Department.
4956. Did you not lay down certain lines upon
which you proposed carrying on the administrative work 1-Yes.
4951. Have you had to amend those from time
to time 1-We add to them from time to time.
\V,e took up special branches that we work out
and investigate. Dr. Sutton spent a considerable
amount of time on rickets. Our investigations are
going on all the time.
4958; When you were appointed you were set
aside for the purpose of examining children's
teeth 1-No, we were a staff of three, who were
appointed to organize medical inspe,ction for _Victoria, and we were told that shortly the staff
would be increased, and we would superv,ise it.
4959. You were appointed to inspect medically
the State schools of the State 1-We medically inspect children, and give them advice in any matter
appertaining to health or hygiene, or anything
that is required. We always> have done so, and
we are constantly being called upon for things
of that kind,
•
4960. You say there are not sufficient officers
for the work you have to do 1-No, we 'are only
doing a v-ary small proportion of the required
medical inspection.
4961. By the Chair.mt1In.-You have nearly the
same number of school children in Victoria as in
New South Wales1-I :think so.
4962. In New Sonth Wales they have found it
necessary to appoint twelve, and in Victoria they
have three 1-Yes.
4963. By the Hon. J. St!?-r.nber.g.-Do you
divide your duties 1-We have no watertight compartments; we a/l"e a Board of three, and we were
each appointed, because we had somewhat separate qualifications and different specialities, and
to some extent we each organize and control it,.
but it is always submitted to the Boa'rd, who decide upon the policy and carry it out. We. each
have experience in different directions and we
utilize it. We are a Board .of three; we are not
divided, and we do not do separately three
different things.
4964. Was not that the custom a little while
ago ?-No. We prepare, and suggest, and work
out certain things, and then deal with it as a
Board.
4965. Was not Dr. Booth engaged in hygiene 1
-She had previously devoted herself to hygiene,
and we utilized her for that, but we all share it.
She was lecturi:p.g a( the Training Colleg;;~~when
Dr. Sutton was doing the same tJling; he too~

the men and she took the women. She had more
experience, and we would take advantage of her
advice.
4966. By the Chairman.-In your report you
mention that a large number of the children are
affected with bad teeth. Can you give any reason for that1-Want of care and attention.
Tooth brushes \ are quite uncommon, and very
irregularly used.
4967. Have you any experience of the British
children 1-The immigrants that we have coming
"in.
4968. You have no' experience of them personally in England 1-0nly to a very small
extent.
4969. By the Hon. J. G. Aikman.-How are
the teeth of the immigrants 1-They are very bad.
4970. Are they as bad as the Australians 1Yes. It makes a, great difference if the children
·go to a dentist as soon as their teeth begin to go,
and get them filled. If you look after the teeth
well, and get dental attention when they require
it, you can saVe the teeth completely-that. is
what we want. If we desire them to go and
see a dentist in some instances the'tooth is taken
out; that is no good; . we want to have them
,filled, but the parents dO' not look further ahead,
and it is cheaper to have the tooth out than to
have it filled.
The witness withdr.ew,

Harvey Sutton, M.D., Ch.B., Melbourne; Ch.B.,
Oxford, sworn and examined.
4971. By the Chair.man.-What are you 1School medical officer of the Education Department.
i4972. Do you genera.lly agree with Dr. Greig's
evidence 1-Yes.
4973. Did you go through that report of Dr.
Rpbertson's 1-No, I have never seen it.
.'4914. His evidence goes 'to show that the
c~ildren Lhat are living in the industrial suburbs
ate smaller in stature, and in every way than
the children in the residential suburbs, of the
same age, and in the same classes Y-Yes, I agree
with that conclusion.
4975. What do you attribute that to 1-This
re,turn is a sample of the general impressions ;n
V~re-Btreet, Collingwood.
Thirteen-year old boys
were taken; there were 18 of them; the average of height was 56! inc;hes;J.~ ~p.d weight 78~
Ibs.
In Essendon the heIght 'of the boys, of
whom there were 41, was 57~ inches, and weight
89 Ibs. A difference in favour of Essendon of
Ii inches and 10l Ibs:
Taking out the figures
for the number of rooms in a house, and the
number of people living in the houses, there were
in Collingwood 7.7 people living in houses of an
,average of five rooms. In Essendon there was an
av:erage of less than six persons living in houses
of an average of 7i rooms.
I regard the associ~tion as being cause and effect: that is, the
crowded accommodation is directly respon~ible for
the interference with growth.
4976. By ilfr. ilfenzies.-Would the occupation
hav<; a material effect upon thab 1-Thore ' are
children who have not gone to work; they are
under school conditions of a similar character as
far as one can judge, and their general life is of
a similar character, except the home conditions,
which are very different.
4977. What about heredity?-That crops ,up to
a certain extent. I think in this population of
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Victoria heredity counts comparatively ~less, be- similar directions. Then there are certain con·
cause we are fairly homogeneous. When a work- d.! :ons of eye disease-irritation round the eye
ing man becomes Prime Minister of the Common- lids-aU dirt diseases. 'Then we have the dental
wea~th it shows that heredity does not affect Ausconditions. Dental conditions reach their highest
t~aha much. We find there is comparatively 'ittle
intensity in connexion with overcrowded condidIfference. The great majority of children are tions. What is still more important is infectious
Austr:"lian born of Australian-born paren ts, and diseases; in an overcrowded house they run
her~dIty has not much to do with it.
through a family- at once; there is no possibility
4978. By the Chai1'man.-Do the medical of isolation, and the result is they operate on the
officers of New South Wales :find it work out in child in many ways. Then there is the question
the same way?-Very similar indeed.
In a of defects in scho-o!. Taking a hunch of children
suburb like Essendon, the people who Itre well in the metropolis, and, contrasting them with
another bunch of children in country centres, I
o~ send their children to private schools, so practIcally the same class of people is dealt with find that whereas 75 per cent. of the children
in the. two places-that is, people who have not in the town I notified for defects other than
dental, only about 50 per cent. were notified for
large lDcomes.
4979. What are the results of your examination the same type of defect in country eentres. In
between the boys in an industrial suhurb and the that particular post-nasals were very large. Postboys in a country centre
very serious dif- nasals have as their primary cause, amongst other
ference.
I found the country boy is not so things, infectious diseases. With increased postheavy, but he is taller than the metropolitan nasals you get an increased liability to other
boy. . The difference I ascribe to the question of diseases. Then the fourth thing is backwardness
exerCIse; the boy in town is limited in exerci~e, in school; we find that runs i.Q. close association
and tends to be more stolid in build; the country with the degree of physical defect of the child.
boy is more wiry. Taking the question of height Take a school with 800 children divided into eight
there is a distinct difference. There are other grades. If the conditions are ideal there should
be 100 in the top grade. In the country we do
~spects of housing on which I have collected some
lDformation. Naturally we were limited in our not expect to find more than 50 per oent. in the
top grade, and in a metropolitan school we do
inves~igations, because we are appointed for the
defimte purpose of medical inspection of school not expectl to find more tHan 25 per cent. in the
That runs to some extent in close
c~i.ldren and teaching of hygiene, and the super- top grade.
VISIOn of the health of school children, and these association with the crowded condition of the
other things are done outside our official time. Sll bllrbs, so in those various ways, cleanliness,
Ta1$:ing the action of housing on children I growth, percentage of children's defects and backdivided it into two, before school age and' at wardness, overcrowding has an important inschool age. Before school age there is first the fluence in regard to school children. These are
infantile death rate that I came in contact with the main features I have collected.
as a medical officer at the Children's Hospital.
498l. By the H on. H. P. Riclwrd.wn.-Do you
That is shown by the figures in the Victorian
Year-BoDle; that shows Richmond City, Port consider it advisable that children should be
Melbourne, Melbourne, Fitzroy, and Collingwood taught sex physiology-should lectures be given
lead in the death rate, which is largely infantile by teachers Or specially appointed doctors 1-1
generally agree with Dr. Greig. The problem is
death raW.
4980. By Mr. Menzies.-~What, is it owing t01 a very difficult one; you deal with children of
-Overorowding in various way!:!.
It has been different ages and different conditions; you are
shown in Aberdeen and Glasgow that the mor- dealing with parents who have different ideas on
tality in one-roomed houses was 50 per cent. the subject, and you have different conditions in
higher than in any other type of house.
The the community. There is one big dividing point,
next is with regard to the incidence, of disease that is about the age of fourteen, when certain
see in school children called rickets.
Rickets changes take place" where. the sex differences beis a constitutional condition which affects the come very manifest. There is, I think, an ingrowth of the child in the way of causing de- creased body of opinion in favour of informing
formity, in the way of pigeon chest and bow children before the pubert,al period of the nature
legs; . they are du 11 or .unduly precocious. That of the changes, that is teaching each individual
is due to two caust's, one is breast feeding dis- the fact of its own sex; the girls would be taught
continued too soon, the' next is bad hygienic con- by a woman teache,r and the boys by a man.
ditions, one of which is overcrowding in bed4982. You are in favour of the teachers dealroom. In the return I have you find that even
,in breas.t-fed children a certain amount of _ ing with the matter ~-It lessens to some extent
rickets occurs. That is due to bad hygienic con- the exaggerated importance placed on certain sell:
The thing is given too great imditions and of overcrowding at home·. This con- teaching.
dition is to some extent prominent, and must be porta,nce I think; it is mixed with a lot of moral
regarded as a grave handicap 'to any child who and ethical statements, whereas I think it should
suffers from it.
Secondly, at school a;ge, we be taught in a much quieter and or.dinary way
find a distinct association between the amount a.s it can be taught. I think if we were to stick
of overcrowding in a place and certain other con- to the facts of the matter further knowledge on
ditions, which seem to act in the form of creat.. the subject of the relations between the seXeEl
ing vicious circles.
It is not always easy .to could readily be taught, though there is a tensay) therefore, how hor anyone particular cause dency to postpone it to the adolescent age. The
operates.
What one does know is that these tendency at present. is to give very full informathings all run together, and the tendency is to tion to the teachers at the Training College; they
believe that if one can break that vicious circle in are taught the relations between the two sexes,
one direction all will bene;fi.t. For example, clean- the association of disease with infractions of the
liness of the school child.
Dirt is in direcb moral code, and th6 importance of various
association with the amount of overcrowding. As dise!tses.
They are placed in touch with the
soon as you get down to four rooms in a house problem, and it is hoped when they become
you find the child markedly flea-bitten. The con- teachers they will be able to deal with bhe matter
dition of the girls and boys run in somewhat in a satisfactorY' way. .
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4983. Do you consider in the slum areas, where
there is so much overcrowding, it leads to immo:rality 1-1 think there is a de·finite association
between the number of rODms in a house and th~
morality of the individual. We find in a fourroomed house they will keep a front room-that
restricts them to two bedrooms; . the father and
mother sleep in one, and the boys and girls sleep
in the other, many of them quite grown up.
I think under these conditions it is a distinct
handicap to them.
4984. Many of them are driven out into the
streets at night 1-1 think that is less serious;
the bedroom conditions are far more important.
4985. Is tlhere any moral degeneracy in the'
way of self-abuse 1-It is very difficult to collect
sta,tistics on those points. I think in Victoria
it is very small. One school may be free from
it, and one boy comes who has the habit, . and
perhaps a do·zen boys pick it up. On the John
111 urray they got one or two cases; they were
able to !>top it by getting rid of the carrier of
the habit.
I kn.ow of Clftses whe're children innocently have adopted the bad habit; they have
no, conception that it is to be regarded as serious.
4986. I am told that about 30 per cent. of the
inmates of the lunatic asylums .are there through
that habit 1-1 do not think there is anything
like that.
People who are unstable mentally
more readily adopt bad habits than other people.
Those people. who are. insane are not insane because they have the bad habits, but they have the
bad habits because they are insane. At the same
time it is n thing to be strongly deprecated, ;:tnd,
of possible, dealt with.
4987. By' Afr . .Menzies.-Coming back to overcrowding, can you express an opinion whether
from your elxperience of those conditions tJle
absence of physiological knowledge that you have
referred to', or a dull moral sense, is the chief
factor in parents allowing so many children to
sleep in one rODm ~~I do not think they consider
it from any point of view except mere compulsion; I think it is forced upon the ma.jority.
4988. You think the conditions in Victoria are
permanent and fixed for a large class of people 1
- I think they are almost unavoidable for a large
class of people.
4989. We have had cases where the combined
earnings of the family have amounted to over £6
a week, and eight children have been herding in
a three-roomed house Y-,-A five-roomed house seems
to be about the limit for existence. Those people
have the idea of a separate front room; they
have a dining room and kitchen, and that leaves
them two bedrooms; and that seems to me to be
the .limit of e.l<istence for a family.
Many of
them are four-roomed, and the conditions become
impossible for Il, satisfactory condition.
,1990. You think the conditions are really
forced upon them in the majority of cases 1~I
hesitate to name the percentage, but; I think a
number.
the lion. J. G. Aikman.-You agree
that, if a person lived in a fourwith Dr.
roomed house, and the children slept on the
verandah, it would not d() them any harm 1-Yes,
but that is difIicult in the city j in the country it
is different.
4992. B?I Af.I:. ilIenzies.-Then we
to get rid of the front room
you have the force of custom to deal
There
is another
I would like to mention, that is,
the
of a doctor with the home.
\Ve
were sent out by the Department to undertake
cert.f1in work .. which carried us only into the
school, that is, the medical examination of school
('hildren, the teaching of hygiene, and the care

of the h~'alth of the children. We have recommended another measure from the point of view
of linking up 'with the home, that is a school
nurse. It is a measure that has been adopted in
England and New South Wales.
The idea was
that the school nurse or home visitor should De
established. We have recommended trying two-one in Port Melbourne, and onet. in Collingwoodto see how they would work; that was from the
point of view - 0·£ following up treatment. The
nurse would give education to the parents, show
them how to 100k after their house hygienically,
look after the children's teeth, and probably they
would investigate to a large extent, and do 'much
of the work that a sanitary inspector would do,
but do it in a better way. She would be there in
~he interests of the children, and would get far
fuller information.
I think the school nurse
would be one of the most valuable items in improving the conditions of those overcrowded
suburbs.
4993. Would you have one to each schoo11-No;
one to ea.ch suburb, to start with, and see how it
would work out.
4994. By the !lon. Il. F. Richardson.-Would
they take the place of bush nurses 1-No; they
would only work for town districts. The idea of
tpe Department paying for them is the idea of
economy.
We find that,after visiting, 25 per
cent.
the recomm<lndations are carried out;
when we visit them again, we find nearly 40 per
c·ent. is carried out. At the same time, we have
60 per cent. not carried out. We think the percentage might be raised to 80 per cent., if th.ere
were some link between the Department and the
parents. The parents will not ~ake much' notice
of a slip of paper, but if some one comes along
a,nd asks questions, it will be much more effective.
That has been found to be the case in England
and New South Wales.
4995. Bl! tlbe arm. J. Sternberg.-Do you know
tho ratio in England 1-Every child in England is
examined. There are 557 school medical officers;
every child is examined twice-at six years and
fourteen-and now they repeat it at nine; that is
in England and Scotland, not in Ireland.
4996. Are those nurses attached to all the
schools in England ~-No, I think there are at
least 100 j but it has been left rather to the municipalities to develDp that side.
4997. By the Chairman.
Do you think it
would be a good thing to send a notice to the
parents, pointing out the '8vilefT,ects of bad
ventilation on the children 1-We believe in circulars of information, but we have not gone so far
as that.
\Ve sent out a circular on post-nasal
growths, the care of the hair, and, in certain districts, on thE) care of the eyes.
We have not
yet tackled the question of home conditions .. I?
think there the nurse would be a still greater
power than a printed circular.
.
4998. That is necessary at' present, where the
parents do not know. the advantages of good
ventilation.
It is more through ignorance at
present ?-It is the combined effect of ignorance
aild tradition.
The two things most feared in
Australia nrc cold water and fresh air. Fresh air
is calleel a draught, and people avoid it like the
plague. I was in a stable the, other day where
the man had blocked up all the cracks for fear
. the horses would' get pleuro-pneumonia.
4999. By the llon. J. G. Aikman.-There is
at difference between draughts and fresh aid-A
dratight is fresh air to a limited degree .
. 5000. Do you not think it would be advisable for
the Department to have some lecturer to give information to the parents ?-\Ve have parents'
meetings j in' some cases they are very crowd-ed,
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in some cases less. We usually get a fair percentage of the mothers, but very few fathers.
because the meetings are usually iIi tIlt) afternoon.
We do have some meetings in the evenings for
fathers, and we present those things to them.
Taking the question of the care of the hair-we
have done a great deal by circulars. Undoubtedly
want of knowledge has been the want. \Ve have
cleaned up whole schools with considerable success
in that. matter. W", deal with just one-seventh
of the State-school population of the Stato. To
extend further would spoil our work.
5001. BII the Ghairma1b.--·.y ou do not make
any exam'illatioll of the private schools 1-No.
There are 250,000 in the State schools, and about
40,000 in private schools, including Roman Catholics.
,
5002. Private schools have no system of medical
examination 1-0nly in isolated cases.
Wesley
College, Geelong Grammar School, and the
Church of England Grammar School in Melbourn3
have it; but those are quite unusual.
5003 .. Is it generally agreed by the profession
that if good housing accommodation is
to
the children a good deal of the trouble would be
done away with 7-1 think that is generally agreed
with. There are a series of causes which act in a
vicious circle, and if you can break in upon that
circle, and remove one of the causes, you make
a great difference in the rest. Poverty and overcrowding react upon each other; infectious diseases
are a great effect of overcrowding. Perhaps the
biggest. influence is with regard to the infantile
death rate, which is almost strictly in association with the housing conditionf!-.
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5011. A chemist can do it 1-A chemist does
not always know whether it will be serious or
otherwise; many of the mothers, I find, washed
the affected eyes with milk, which is quite wrong,
and the condition progresses until you get ulceration of the cornea, and you get permanent injury,
and sometimes total blindness. 'When I was at
the Eye and Ear Hospital, many such cases were
sent down from the Wimmer a which had been
neglected.
5012. By Mr. Menzies.-What is the percentage
of eye trouble ?-At Stawell, 5 J?er cent of trachoma and 39 per cent. of conJunctivitis. At
Horsham, 4 per cent. wer€; suffering from conjUllctivitis.
Horsham and Stawell were the
ouly places I had an onDortunity of inspecting.
'Che witness withdrew.

Thomas Kennedy, sworn and examined.

5013. By the Chairman.-What are you j Chairman of the Lands Purchase and Management Board, under the State Government.
5014. Have you collected information with regard to the various settlements under the StatePender's Grove, Tooronga, Glenhuntly, &(1.1Yes.
5015. Would you kindly give us some information, and your opinion, on those properties ~-I
have had, during the last four years, a knowledge
of the incidence of the law under which it has
been at
establish workmen's homes, and
I have
ledge of the results. Of course,
this, like lots of other proposals, has been experiThe witness uithdrew.
mental-...-experimental in the early stages; and
the present position has been reached by evolutionary methods, starting some six or seven years
Eileen Fitzgerald., L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S.,
ago, perhaps more. Of course, as you are aware,
Edinburgh, sworn and examined.
the Closer Settlement Act was put into opera5004. By the Ghairma1b.-What are you 1- tion in 1901-if my memory is correct-at the
outset with respect to the workmen's homes,
School medical officer.
5005. You have heard the evidence of the pre- chiefly in the Brunswick district.
5016. By 11fr. Jl-fenzies.-How many settlements
vious witnesses--do you generally agree with it 1
in Brunswick ?.....JPractically four in Brunswick,
~Yes, entirely.
5006. How long have you been in the Educa- all forming one big settlement known as Old
Brunswick, Cadmen's, Dal Campbell, and Phamix.
tion Department 1-0ver two years.
5007 . You have paid special attention to the In that district, the idea uppermost in the minds
children in the Wimmera ?-l am particularly of those dealing with the matter at the time was
interested in eye condition:>" and there were more to give the workman an area on which he might
cases in the Wimmera than in any other district do something other than for a residence only.
we visited.
The object in that first experiment was to give
5008. What is the condition of the children's them a piece of land on which they might do
eyes in that district ~-The Wimmera is very hot SOUle gardening, or to keep a cow, in aid of keepand very dusty. There is a. particular infectious ing a home.
In the subdivision, some of the
disease of the' lining of the eye, and it is fostered blocks range up to Ii acres; some of the allotby dust, and if one child in the school gets it it ments range up to If acres. Experience, as years
runs right through the school. It is very· don. went on, has shown that the best results are obt~2'ious by contact, and it is also a fly-borne . tained from an area sufficient to give them decent
dIsease. Flies are very common in the Wimmera, housing accommodation-that is, with regard to
so it is natural that this disease is also common. width and depth, to give them sufficient space for
There are practically no facilities for trea,tment a residence, isolated from other buildings, with
in the Wimmera. There is a hospital at E'tawell plenty of air and light.
Another conclusion
and Horsham-the two schools we took as types
--but at neither hospital is there an eye specialist forced upon us is this, that where the State buys
ill attendance; so, if a child is suffering from eye an area for subdivision for workmen's homes, it
disease, there is no alternative but ·to go to is desirable to make the streets, roads, right.s-of~
way, and effective drainage, up to the requireBallarat or Melbourne.
ty in which the land is
5009. By the Han. J. G. :likman.--Do you ments of the munici
nditure on to the
mean it is necessary that they should have a. medi- located, and to load at
last and most recal attendant 7-For the more serious form of selling price of' the land.
blight, snch as trachoma, they need medical atten- cent purchase and subdivision by the Board has
been at Tooronga, and there you will find we
tion.
5010. But the usual bliglit in tne Wimmera is have got down to a quarter of an acre for a resieasily remedied ~-I think they should have medi- dential site, or one rood would be the minimum
cal treatment in the first instance.
.Also in the Case of T90ronga, the
allotment.

Thomas Kennedy,
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whole of the streets and rights-of-way, and water
tables or channels have been paid for-provision
has been made for the municipality to do the
whole of the. :",ork up to the standard require.d
by that mUDlClpality, and the cost loaded ·On to
the land, and paid for over the period (31tyears)
allowed for payment of the land, and the result
is, the purchasers come in on a location where
everything is provided for them, and with no subse9uent charges m8;de up?n them. The difficulty
WIt? men of small means IS to provide a lump sum
hlCh mB;y be required by the municipality when
It co~es III tQ make the road or put in drainage.
That IS ap done by the Board and charged with
the land III one lump sum, whereas in the earlier
settlements, where that provision was not. made'
ther~ ~s a~ th~ present t~me a difficulty with th~
mUDlcIpahty III BrunswIck, and also in N orth~ot~ ;. the lessees,' of course, say they are not in a
pOSItIon to find the lump sum, and there is some
difficulty with the municipality in making an improved road for a section of a ward there. I
have not such an intimate knowledge of the conditions prevailing in the metropolis, or cities and
towns, as I have in regard to the shires.
5017. Would you mind enumerating the various
settlements ?-There were four separate sections
iri Brunswick, which might be, for all practical
purposes, taken as one. Then there is Footscray
Pender's Grove, Glenhuntly, and Tooronga; i~
all an area of about 1,606 acres purchased.
5018. Any in Geelong?-Yes, a very small one
-that is, for workmen's homes. It is practically
only three acres. The acreage purchased is about
1,616, and there are over 900 homes-apart from
Geelong-erected upon that area. The total cost
of the land in round figures is £78,000, and advances for buildings, £115,000-that includes the
municipal charges, which is a minor amount.
The results at the end of the last financial year
-our aecounts up to June, 1914, are not audited
yet, but it is now in process-show on that amount
of money the total arrears at the end of J unl'!
was only £622, or £662.,
5019. By Mr. Menzies.-That is on those small
workmen's homes?-Yes. I think that is a result
which is., on the whole, eminently satisfactory.
It does not represent one fortnight's payment for
the lessees concerned-it is a little over one week's
instalment. My conclusion is this: that this is an
undertaking which the State or municipalities
can take up with eminently satisfactory resultsthe housing of the people.
5020. By the Ohairman.-What conditions do
you work under with the people?-We sell them
the land under the conditions now evolved; that
is, with the roads or streets, and rights-of-way,
made to the standard required by the municipality, with the water supply extended in the
locality, and where the ~1etropolitan Board is extending the sewerage, we undertake to advance
to the lessees the cost of the connexion, and treat
that as an advance under exactly the same terms
as the Board would offer as regards repayment.
We put the lessee in the same position as' any
private owner, and with terms as favorable as he
could get from the Board. The Board had some
difficulty in extending their terms to our lessees,
because they were, so to speak, Orown tenants,
not freeholders in the ordinary a
tation of the
tei.-m in the earlier stages of set
ent: so, consequently, we have, with the authority of the
Oabinet, extended exactly the same cond~tiolls to
our. lessees as the Board will extend to any ~free
holder in the district about to be :sewered.
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·5021. By Mr. Menzies.-What title have these
lessees got ?--.:They get a conditional purchase
lease for thirty-one and a half 'years, but the
holders of workmen's homes or agricultural
labourers' allotments. have the right to transfer at
any period; but within the first six years the
lessees of these homes can only transfer to a per~
son who would be eligible for such a home in the
first instance-those who were entitled to obtain
an allotment under those conditions, who have
salaries of not more than £4 a week, and £400
assets.
5022. ~~nd at the expiration of the six years they
can transfer to anybody, without any condition
whatsoever ?-Y es; but I think it is a moot point
raised in the amendment of that last Act. On
which we have not had any, so to speak., judicial
interpretation yet-we have not taken the opinion
of the Orowil Solieitor, because the necessity has
not arisen; but the law is definite. The amendment is in the Act 2438. The law is definite that
within the first six years' period of the lease, the
can ·only transfer to a person who would
be eligible in the first instance; but it is silent
as to transferring after the six years. I think
. the broad interpretation would be that no one individual can hold two allotments. I do not think,
in: the final result, that there would be any restriction on the capital that the transferee might
have.
5Q23. Or the salary he was earning 1-No; I do
not think there would.
5024. So the position at present is that during
the first six years you can only sell to an eligible
purchaser, a man who fulfils the original conditions, earning, say, £210 per annum~-Yes, he
would have to he eligible in the first instance.
15025. After that period of six years, you con'sider it is a moot point as to whether those conditions can be enforeed ~-That is so; it has not
be.en determined yet.
5026. By the Ohairman.-Y ou say a man must
have an income of not more than £4 a week 1Yes, that is the maximum.
.
·5027: He must have assets to the amount of
£210?-The maximum assets which he might have
in the first instance. He can have a salary of not
more than the equivalent of £4 Ii week, and £400
assets. It is practically to provide for men having
than that amount; that is the maximum
they can have,. and if they have an allotment of
land they would be debarred.
5028. Does a man have to put so much down in
order to take up one' of these allotments ~-Only
3 per cent. deposit on account of the land, which
is :a deduction from the capital value in the first
instance. On an allotment worth £100 he would
pay £3 deposit, together with the lease and regis. tration fee, equivalent to £1 5s. That £3 would
be a deduetion from the capital value he would
be eharged on, and on the value of the land he
would be charged at the rate of 6 per cent. for
thirty-one and a half years. The Board will adva:nce him £250, and he will contribute £50 for the
erection of a house and fencing the allotment. If
he can contribute £50, the Board will advance
£2'50; and 'undertake the supervision to see the contract· is carried out to the specification provided.
5020. Does a man select his own type of house,
as· fa!' as architecture is concerned?-Yes.
5030. Do vou insist OIl a certain standard of
house being
up?-Yes. In the early stages
there was no restriction ,;vhatever. I may say
here, to be correct, it is only since the 1906 Act
that provision was made to advance £250. At
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one time they were allowed to go as you please,
and very little assistance was given in the way of
building. Then there was a provision of pound
for pound up to a ma.:'i::imum of £200, until finally
at present £250 can be advanced. In some cases
there has been a variation from the procedure
When the present Board took office
of £250.
there was a number of comparatively new houses
on what were then known as small holdings, some
at Williamstown, and some at Geelong, which,
from some cause or another, were unoccupied, and
not likely to be taken up again, and which could
not be disposed of at anything like their value.
They cost, I think, about £120 at the time erected,
when building material and labour were cheaper.
We had allotments at Pender's Grove .that were
not selling readily, and we caused inquiry to be
made, and found we could have those houses
transferred and re-erected, and sold at a reasonable cost, and with these transferred h0118es we
accepted a deposit of £5. That procedure enabled
us to get rid of houses practically otherwise a
loss. I do not think we could have got £40 apiece
for the houses where they were. This also enabled
us to sell land which had been held up for some
time.
5031. Those houses that were built at Geelongwere they suitable to put up on an allotment of
land at Pender's Grove 1-Yes, over on the creek;
there were some pretty large allotments there.
They Were substantial houses, and, we contracted
for the removal and renovation of them, and they
were made into a good habitable condition, and
not left as useless. Since then we have improved
them further by the addition of ·verandahs.· Those
are the first houses moved. The second, batch we
have just about completed a little while l'J,go.
There was a number at Wangaratta, and we have
improved those houses and made them rather
attractive looking, both inside and out, and the
municipal authorities are satisfied with them.
5032. By Mr. Menzies.-I understand you to
say that the houses erected would be £300-the
Board would advance £250, and the lessee £50.
The Board is prepared to advance 80 per cent. ~Yes.
.
5033. How do you secure yourselves1-We are
The
secured in this way-we own the land.
lessee pays in £50, and when that house is completed I look upon it as a good security, because
there has been a very good, consistent demand
for houses with the accommodation that class of
house 'provides. ,T!:te repayment for those houses
lets them in purchasing a place at a much lesser
rental per week than they could get the same
accommodation for under other ·conditions.
5034. Do you insure 1-Yes.
Recently the
Board has been doing this itself; but, of course,
"Te cannot force the lessees to insure with the
. Board, but we make it a condition that the building must be kept insured.
5035. By the Chairrnan.-Take, for instance, a
case of a £300 house, and land £90-£390. What
weekly rental would a man be paying to the
Department for finally having· the whole deed of
the house in his possession, and a clear title to it
at the end of thirty-one and a half years ~-I can
give you all the details with regard to that. FOT
the advance of £250 the lessee pays in £50, and
would be paying £20 per annum; for the £100 on
land he would be paying £6 per annum-£100 is
slightly above the average. That makes his
charges for house and land 10e. per week. We
have looked up the rates, and they vary from Is.
to Is. 3d. per week.

Thomas Kennedy,
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5036. Does that cover the Metropolitan Board
rate as well?-No. That is the municipal rate. I
will give you the exact figures as we have got
them.
Take Glenhuntly (t.own of Caulfield),
which is a good class of house. The town clerk
informs us that the average valuation of allotments on that estate is about £25, with an annual
payment of £2 12s. 1d. (rate 2s. 1d.), weekly payment, Is. That is for the municipal rates. I am
not clear, and cannot say, but I would assume the
Metropolitan Board charge is not included in that.
At Tooronga (Malvern City Council), where we
have a good type of house, and perhaps the
highest-priced allotments we have sold, because
everything in the shape of roadwork has been completed there, and the carrying out or the extension
of the metropolitan water supply was provided
for and guaranteed in the first instance; the valuation on that estate is about £30; annual payment
£3 7s. 6d. (rate 2s. 3d.), a weekly payment of
At N orthcote, the valuation of the
1s. 3id.
houses east of Newcastle-street, at the end where
the allotments are, and the poorer class of house
-the eastern end of that settlement-the average
valuation is £18 lOs., annual payment, £113s. 9d.;
or a weekly payment for rates of 9id. West of
Newcastle-street, the annual valuation is £25,
annual' payment, £2 16s. 3d.; or a weekly payment
for rates, Is. 1d.
5037. By Mr. Menzies.-How many rooms are
there in houses of this type ?-Generally four
rooms, with conveniences in the shape of kitchen
and scullery and bathroom-four fairly commodious living rooms.
5038. They are large enough for people with
families 1-Yes, in every case it is a married
person.
5039. Do you get many applications to have
those bouses enlarged ?-No. Of course, there is
no restriction upon the owner. He can go on and
enlarge the place himself. It is within our knowledge that some of these places have been enlarged and improved, and are worth now £600 or
£700. I am told that in Caulfield some of these
Our architect
properties would sell for £800.
told me that, and he should know. They have
improved them, and they have means. Our objective at the outset is not to have a man embarrassed financially-that he should not take on a
greater liability than his salary or income will
meet.
5040. Of course, the fact you limit the maximum to £210 would suggest economy so far as the
house is concerned 1-£250 we advance.
5041. But a man is only eligible under the
Act if in receipt of not more than £4 a \veek 1Yes.
5042. Which is practically £2001-Yes. That
is what we have to consider in making advances .
5043. And you find they pay up fairly regularly-no trouble ~-No trouble at all. The figures
I quoted at the outset is evidence.
5044. When did you begin to· build under
those conditions-the £250 advance 1-About
1906.
5045. By the Chairman.-How are the rents
collected ~-Voluntarily. They can pay in, or
remit. We do not send canvassers round.
5046. Who do they pay in to ~-To the office
iu Melbourne, or send a postal note. They generally pay quarterly. They call up to the Lands
Department, and pay in at the Pay-in Department.
5047. By ilfr, ilfenz'ies,-How many settlers
have you got on those allotmeuts ~-912.
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5048. Is it your opinion that this scheme, seeing it has worked successfully, can be almost indefinitely applied-the risks are not very great ~
-No risks whatever. There is not what you
might term, from .my point of view, .a business
risk about it, becauSe we must assume that Melbourne is 110t going to disappear. We may have
a. temporary depression, but we must naturally
look to progress: we cannot conceive of anything
but progress if we look forward .at all.
As I
have already said, where you have £190,000 invested over a period of years and only have £600
arrears, which might be collected if really asked
for-which does not represent a fortnight's payment, I think that is a splendid result.
5049. By Mr. Menzies.-That really only represents a fortnight's arrears spread over the whole
of the settlements 1-Not quite a fortnight. Seeing that quite a number of those pay quarterly,
and our books closed on 30th June, there is not
much to worry about in that.
5050. BJI the Chairman.-You say in this
settlement at Geelong were the, small holdings 1Yes. there is a workmen's home area in the town
of Geelong as distinct from small holdings. Those
small holdings are outside the town radius.
5051. By Mr. lllenzies.-vVhat area did you.
give in those building allotments ~-I stated at
the outset, at Brunswick the areas exended 'up
to very nearly 2 acres.
5052. Is that in Old Brunswick 1-Yes.
5053. What about Cadmen's1-Cadmen's was
the last subdivision, and they have got down
there to something approaching normal.
5054. What is norma11-The Board's of llt'ne
.
'n b e rfo.n
allotments, gained from experIence, WI
50 foot to 60 feet frontage-not less than 50 feet.
That will give sufficient space for the I'lroct'.on of
3 house with plenty of light, without M:c bUll.dings being up against each other, with 140 feet to
150 feet depth.
Sixty feet frontage we look
upon as the maximum.
5055. By the Chairma.n.-You put 50 feet
frontage and 140 feet depth as the minimum 1Yes. That will give you an idea.
5056. By }.fr. M enzies.-That is a tidy allotmenU-Yes; but where you are buying the land
by the acre--by the 50 and 100 acres, and we
could uut·if recently get 150 acres at a reasonable
price-it allows of this being done.
5057. By the Ckairlllan.-What is the cause of
the failure 'of that settlement down at Bellarine 1
-That was inquired into by a Committee of the
Cabinet before the present Board took office, and
I think it was chiefly-and I base my opinion to
a very great extent to the report, and to my own
observation subsequently when we attempted to
improve tlle conditions to get the area satisfactorily settled-in a good many cases the land was
unsuitable for intense culture, and the idea· was
to get the workmen on to this land so that they
might add to their income, but it was so located
as to make it impossible for tIm men to go to and
from their work, and they would have to have
cwo homes, which would place them at that disability, and the land generally for intense culture
was unsuitable, alid. the price was veTy l;!.igh.
5058. By N/". j[enz'ie.s.-Did it not turn out
to have onion worms 7-That was at Heighton.
It was supposed to be suitable for onions, but a
good deal of the land was very bleak and exposed.
All we 'have done since the present Board took
office is to remove some of the surplus buildings
and amalgamate the holdings j it is very difficult
t.o get a satisfactory result from it.
5059. The condit'io:ns were not very sui't'able 1.No.
' ." .
.

. 5060. They were too far from Geelong 1-From
3 to 5 miles, some of them. .
5061. By the Cltairman.-Coming to the peoph~
who have acre and a-half areas--you say they
have not been so successful as others who have not
suc.h a large area 1-1 would not say not so
successful; they have made a home, but this is
the position. III that district provision was not
made to make the streets and provide the necessary drainage, &c. If you were to go on to that
location to-day, the first thing that would arrest
your attention would be, why is there so much
waste land where they have these large areasjust the one residence and the rest of the land
waste-too highly priced to devote just to running
a goat or a cow over. It would be to the people's
advantage if they would divide these allotments
themselves, and there are quite a number of
places there where they could get three additional
houses, more compact sett.lement, more favorable
position, and the municipality benefited with re-'
gard to rating to improve the sanitary conditions.
It is only a little while ago I went out there
when they made a request for assistance to make
the roads. The Board has no fund whatever out
of which it could vote money for road purposes
except such amount as is loaded on to the land
before it is sold. I had a look at it, and made a
recommendation to the Board for consideration
and submission to the Minister, that where those
people have not the right to subdivide, that right
be conceded to them.
Some of this land was
under the old provisions of the Lands Act, and'
in that case they themselves have the right; but
I think it should be subdivided under supervision
to prevent abuse-making the allotments too
small or inconvenient.
5062. Ar~ there' any cases where the men have
culbivated their land apart from their houses:
has it been used to the best advantage; and what
were the results from a financial point of view 1I could not express any opinion about that. We
are not entitled to question those people, and in
S0111e cases they would resent it if you did, and
we do not go to look for trouble.
5063. Are any of the It-acre allotments out
there under full cultivation 7-No.
. 5064. None of them 1-Practically none. In a.
few cases they have put in a few fruit trees, but
they have a neglectful appearance, and in general
terms I take it the workmen have not sufficient
time at their disposal to keep in anything like
order the land they have got, and I saw only one
place where there is very little cultivation in the
shape of green stuff.
,
5065. So that has been a"failure from that
point of view, and the ground is really going to
waste at present1-Yes. You will see by the
plan that quite Ii, number of these places would
cut up into four allotments, with good frontages
and ample accommodation.
.
5066: The land itself would not be sufficient to
warrant a man .staying home and trying to make
a living entirely from it ~-No.
5067. Do they use any portion of the land for
growing their own vegetables upon ~-In a very
few cases, especially the larger areas.
5068. Do you not think that would be helpful
to them ~-Yes, but we find on blocks from 50
feet to 60 feet they utilize the land more for this
purpose-take Glenhuntly, for instance.
5069. By Mr. lllwzies.-You will find better
gardens in the other places 1-Yes. In Caulfield
(Glenhulltly) it is looked upon as ample in that
direcl;ion.
5070. 11y/ the Chairman.-That is for vegetables and flowers 1-For lawns and flowers, and
general attractiveness.
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5071. Aud in Brunswick they have neglected
that ?~To a very great extent: even th~ fences,
and everything about the place.
5072. By Mr. Jfe:nzies.-It is too big to k~p
up
that is the trouble-beyond the income
of the owner to deal satisfactorily with it.
5073. By the Chairman.-The Department has
recommended that these people b~ allowed to cut,
up those allotments 7-1 am recommending that
to the Board, but the Board has not dealt with it
yet.
5074. Will the Department have them under
their charge, or will the present owner of the
Ii acres of land 1-Th~ owner has the complete
equity at present, and I think it would be a risky
action to attempt to resume any portion of his
equity.
5075. By Mr. ilIenz'ies.-A few of the owners
hav~ th~ power already to subdivide'i-Yes; portion of the settlement was acquired before the
Closer Settlement Act came into operation, and
afer the six years' period practically the Closer
Settlement conditions do not apply.
•
5076. By the Chairman.-And you have no
power to say thore allotments shan be cut up to a
certain minimum area, or in any other way to
give orders ?-Only as a final resort, w~ could say
that sale of part of it would be subject to, the
approval of the Board under the Closer Settlement Act-they could sell the whole or part; but
if they attempted to subdivide in an unsuitable
way, we may exercise our power, but be very
chary where a man has an equity in his holding,
5077. By ilIr. llfenzies.-Would the subdivision
in every case be submitted for your approval before they went on: would it be necessary. Supposing a man cut it up into slum frontages 1The municipalities have certain power at the
present t'ime, and I hold very strong views that
the municipality is the only authority that can
satisfactorily control subdivisions of property.
5078. By llfr. Menzies.-You would have to
give the right, assuming your recommendation
was carried out, to the present lessees to re-subdivide 1-Yes.
5079. Surely you would not allow them that
right without settling at least what you find by
experience to be a desirable allotment, say, 50
feet to 60 feet-it would be subject to that condition ?~It is only on those lines my recommen"
dation would run.
5080. It would not do to allow some conditions
to be cropping up not in accord with the basis
of settlement decided upon 1-N0, that is right.
What I wanted to direct attention to is, assuming
there was a section in one of these Brunswick
allotments where they have the right to subdivide, and where the land was purchased before
the Closer Settlement Act came into operabion-5081. They could do it despite you ?-Yes.
That .has occurred in Pender's Grove, where some
allotments were sold by auction. The land was
really one allotment converted into four, and a
small allotment when it was sold.
5082. Is there no power to control that sort of
thing ~-No. That is the allotment-[producing
plan]. It was 1 rood 22. perches, and I think it
has now five houses on it. That is the allotment
sold by public auction.
5083. You would give that man a fee-simple
right away1-Yes.
5084. It is an unfortunate thing that such a
thing could take place inside of a State settlement, because it means it will disfigure the settlement more or less ~- Yes, that is so. Of course,
if you sell by auction there is the difficulty of
putting any restrictions on.
Where it is sold
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under closer settlement conditions they have not
the right to subdivide-they can only build one
residence or business place.
5085. In the subdivision sales in the metropolitan area it is quite a common thing to disallow th~ reduction of allotments. They simply
state in the sale that no further subdivision is
to be allowed. For instance, the Rockleigh Road
Estate, they will not allow you less than 60 feet
by 175 feet-they are all a uniform frontage?That is a condition of sale, but is it a condition
in the title?
5086. Yes, it is set out in the title 1-1 do not
think it will hold.
5087. It has held because, as a matter of fact,
the whole estate has been built upon, anq you
can go and see it to-day ~-That is so.
5088. It has held so far as it has· secured buildings on those allotments of 60 feet frontages 1Yes, of course, 60 feet frontage would be reasonable; but I think the municipality is the best
authority to check unlimited subdivisions.
5089. It rather fav:ours the municipality to
allow' an indefinite subdivision-more rati.:ng
power. I think our experience. on this Commission is that the municipalities cannot be trusted,
and that some other authority should deal with
it.
5090, By the Chairman.~Have all the workmen's homes allotments been taken up ~-There
are very few' not taken up. There are a few in
Pender's Grove-perhaps ten altogethel'.
5091. There has been a steady demand for these
allotments ~-Yes. In Glenhuntly and Tooronga
they wer~ eagerly sought after. Pender's Grove
allotments· went off slowly: there was a complete
lull for .wme time until we commenced to build
houses there-that is, the removed houses I mentioned earlier. Since then there have been continuous demands until, at the present time, there
are practically only eight allotments unsold.
5092. In your opinion, and from your own
observations, the whole thing has been a big success
financially and otherwise.
5093. Of course, it might be pointed out, in
Brunswick you have not made the roads 1-That
is so; but the opinion or belief held at that time
was, "Well, we will give the people the land at
t,he minimum of cost,".and at that time the
Btandard of road-making by the municipality was
not at all on a par with what it is to-day. They
now want a much better roadway, to be channelled and right-of-way made. For instance, to
deal with Tooronga, in the Malvern city, they
simply said, "Well, you have got to make your
roadway and metal it to such a width. You have
to pitch all your rights-of-way with the standard
pitchers. You have to make the crossing of a
cert,ain standard, &c." We complied with that,
and loaded the land with the cost, and it is one.
of the most satisfactory, as also Glenhuntly,
that we have had. But in the earlier stages the
belief was held that the lesser the cost, you could
sell to the people the better.
5094. By the Chairma11,.-What is the intention of the Board in the future; do you intend
to still go on with this policy of buying land and
selling it on the sam., terms ?-Yes, that is the
objective; but} of course} the Board's limitations
Rre fillances--the Government finding the money
ill times of stringency. We had the opportunity
last year to extend considerably, but financial
obligations prevented us from doing so.
5095, Have you any recommendations to make
with regard to improving the Act under which
you are working 1-The question that is uppermost in my mind is for those, earning a certain
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wage, say from £3 to £4 a week~the financial is this: if you put up two rooms of a certain
obligations imposed under the present conditions" standard at the outset, to be extended later on.
are not too onerous-not too much for a man who That is the whole position.
is in constant employment earning from £3 to £4
5103. It does . appear to me if you reduce it
per week to pay from up to 12s. a week for purbelow
£400, you will get down to something it is
chasing his home and meeting all his obligations:
difficult
to cater fod-That is so.
but there is a difficulty under the present condi5104.
In your opin.ion are you satisfied that
tions. for a man to accept the proposition, with
the full obligations, who.is not earning that wage, you have helped· 912 settlers to get homes, who,
'and I see no reason mys&lf why-it is a matter of with the same wages, would have been prevented
finance again-that a lnan who is willing to start from getting them unless you had made those
with a house of a lesser value should not be conditions under your Small Holdings Act?Yes.
.
assisted' on a proportionately reduced basis.
5105. You think you have practically settled
5096. L p to now you have been dealing with
big percentage of these settlers who
a man who has had a fairly good income, and the whole
that is the reason you have been, financially, otherwise would not have been able to have even
the accommodation they have got ?-They could
successful ~- Yes.
5097. By Mr. M enzies.-And he has had money, not get the accommodation for the rental charged.
I have come in contact with a few of these people
too?-Yes.
5098. By the Ohai1·man.-And that is the personally, and a lady out at Pender's Grove, who
reason why it has been a big financial success?- assured me that for the accommodation she was
getting for a charge of 128. a week was equal to
Yes.
that for which they had been paying a rental of
5099. That class of man could afford to pay . 17s. for ten years previously to moving into'
rent and live in a decent locality without the Pender's Grove.
assistance of the Government. Is there anything
5106. So that really it comes to this, that the
you could suggest that would meet the poorer type
of man-the man whose income rUllS into about whole of those 912 settlers are really owners of
35s. a week on the average, or say, £2 a week? property to-day who would not otherwise have
How could the Government help him to get a been owners unless it were for the benefits COn~
home of his own, because that is the man who ferred by your Act ~-Yes.
510'7. Do yon believe in giving the fee-simple
wants help ~-It is a very difficult problem, because you have to first determine what proportion to those people. We have power under last year's
of that man's wages he could afford to pay in Act extending the power to municipalities to
rental. A man earning, say, 358. a week, if you borrow, but to retain the owncrship ~-I have no
got one-sixth to one-seventh of his wages for rent objection to giving him the fee-simple.
-but I doubt if he could pay that, down to that
5108. You think it better than making it a
level.
.
leasehold ~-Personally, I do not see a bit of dif5100. The nearer you get to that class of man, ference in the actual results, because, with the
the less chance' there would be for the financial leasehold or lease in perpetuity the man has an
success of the scheme
a man earning 35s. equity in it, and can only sell and transfer that
a week, and paying 5s. a week out of that for equity, and with the fee-simple he is in exactly the
rental charges; it might be that you are actually san).e position. He buys from the Cro,vn, has so
cutting in to the actual necessities of life for him- mU0hpaid, and he disposes of his equity in it.
The same with a private holder who has a mortself and dependents.
5101. The scheme really is doing great good to glJ,ge on his property. It is only the equity which
help a man to get a home of his own, but, in your hil has to sell.
5109. There is a good sentimental difference1
opinion, is it helping to abolish the shun areas
of the metropolis 1-Yes, it could be met, if the -There is something in the sentiment with some
system were extended; but our operations have people, but apart from that there is no difference.
5110. Do not the banks discriminate 1-1 do
been so limited up to the present time. I see no
reason why the municipalities should not rank in not think they would.
5111. By the Ohairman.-You cannot live on
to the enterprise. I think it would be possible
to extend" the operations and benefits of the law sentiment ?-N0, but we cannot entirely eliminate
to those who could pay from 7s. to 88. a week, it. I think sentiment is allowed,to predominate
and you would reach a much larger class; but if to too great an extent in that matter.
you want to extend the provisions to those who
5112. By Mr. Menzws.-You think the banks
want to pay only 5s. a week you have a" difficult would not discriminate between a lease in per"task, because from that class of man you could
tuity and a leasehold ?-M,y. experience of
not demand cash on deposit, and conscquently he
ers is that they really take into consideration
would have to bear the whole of the cost of the the man with whom they are dealing.
adyance in weekly or monthly payments, and the
5113. You are getting back to sentiment again 1
amount oI advances which would be covered under -They must have thtl security, and in those
those" conditit:mS---:5s. a week-would be £13. That tenures .from the Crown, or conditional purchase
is pra'cticallyonly an advance for land and build- leases from the Crown, there is an amount due
ing, on an -8 per cent. basis,of £150. That would to the Crown,and men have come in and combe the maximum you could assist him to. It is plained to me that they could not get an advance
very difficult to get a piece of land of any size from. the bank. U Well," I naturally ask, "What
at all, with made road, for £50, and a building have you to advance upon ~ What security~"
for £100 you could hardly conceive of, having and they really had no security on which an adsufficient accommodation for a man and wife.
vance could be made, because they had so little
5102. By .Mr. .Menzies.-Do you think it de- equity in it.. Take, for instance, a man who has
sirable to reduce the capital value of those six years' inst\llments paid. up. He pays 6 pe~
cottages at the pre;lCnt time; would you not 1:>e cent. per annum, and a fourth of. that (ll per
creating slum areas !i.fl'YOU did so 1-Whdi rm:ean cent.). on account of principal.
You can take
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are unfit for habitation may be closed and
demolished by order of the loca~ authority w~th
out going to a Court of law, subJect to an appeal
to the Local Government Board (secs. 17 and
18)." It goes on, "Inspection of Houses.-A
primary duty of the local authority in relation to
housing is the systematic inspection of their district." This general authority is imposed on local
authorities, "with a view to ascertain what
nuisances exist calling for abatement under this
Act, and to enforce the provisions of this Act, in
order to abate the same." The duty of inspection of dwelling-houses in particular is emphasized by the Public Health (London) Act 1909
(sec. 17). This inspection is to be made with
the view of ascertaining whether any dwellinghouse is in a state so dangerous or injurious to
health as to be unfit for human habitation. This
duty was imposed by section 32 of the Housing
"
of the Working Glasse8 Act 1890, but it is supplemented by the Act of 1909, so as to require that
the inspection shall be carried out and records
Robert Thomson Barbour, sworn and examined
thereof kept, in accordance with regulations to be
5116. By the Ghairman.-What are you ?-A made by the Local Government Board. Regulaquantity surveyor, and a councillor of the city of tions require that a thorough inspection be made
Hawthorn.
from time to time, according to the varying needs
5117. I understand you desire to give evidence or circumstances of the dwelling-houses or localibefore this Commission in regard to the housing ties in the district, the keeping of records of houses
problem; have you any tabulated statements you inspected, in regard to matters affecting health,
would like to submit, or any suggestions to make? submission of such records to the authorities for
-Soon ·after this Commission was appointed, this direction as to action to be taken thereon, and
being a subject I am interested in, I drew up 11 the inclusion in the Medical Officer of Health's
few lines of thought, and had a desire to express annual report, of a statement of the work of inthem. Since then I have been very ill, and have spection, arid of the action taken in regard to the
had to put them on one side. However, in the houses inspected." I may state, under our own
first place, I do not profess to appear here as Local Government Act, we have no such powers
the mouth-piece of the Hawthorn City Council, at alL Where slums do exist, all the power that
although I am satisfied of this, that the whole of is given is to either get them improved or revothe council are very sympathetic with the object vated or swept away, but we cannot sweep them
of the Commission; and, at the same time, while away and rebuild on the same site or any other,
that is the feeling, they have not officially deputed but we can step largely in that direction by the
me to express their sentiments. Looking into the Building Act. In Hawthorn, we have lately
matter so far as the matter has cropped up in passed a building regulation whereby notice of
the Old Country under the Housing of the Work- . any building about to be erected is to be given to
ing Classes Acts, I found one very admirable the local authorities; an inspector goes down early,
feature there in connexion with the aggregation nt the beginning of the contract, to see to the
of slums. Powers of complaint on a large sys- foundations, if sound and deep enough-deep
tematic plan are given in respect of the non- enough that the effect of the sun will not peneexercise of housing duties by local authorities; an trate to the bottom, nor, in the natural order of
appeal may be made to the Local Government things, rain reach that bottom. The inspector,
Board by the county council, parish coun~il, having .approvcd of the foundation work, the
parish meeting, or any four inhabitant. house- contractor may begin on them, either in the shape
holders, if the local authority within their area of concrete or brick work; and also, at irregular
fails to deal with insanitary houses or build new and uncertain periods, that same inspector goes
ones when required. That is, that four house- along to see that the walls are of the proper thickholders can make such a complaint before the ness, the right height-we have a minimum height
listed-and, in the case of partitions, such as wood
powers that be, as to cause action to be taken.
5118. By ~Mr. J\;J enzie8.-Where is that 1-In partitions, the scantlings of the timber are suffithe Old Country. This is taken from the lVluni- ciently stout and strong to be lasting; to see that
cipaZ Pear-Book last year, page 757. This was they are spaced sufficiently distant, not too far
written some time ago (refe1Ting to rough notes), apart to be weak, and, generally speaking, to
and I have been ill ever since. It is an official uplift the standard of construction for the humbler
authority, and probably a compilation by some classes of buildings. There is a great defect, furcombined officials appointed in that respect; but· ther, in thi&. fact, that if a block of land is about
I could not exactly give the name of the author. to be subdivided and sold in the municipality,
That is the title of the work-The Imperial Year- such municipality has no right to say that there
Book, I think it is called. The book goes on to are too many allotments on it, the allotments are
say: "The power of making by-laws for houses too small, and they must be reduced in number,
let in lodgings are extended (sec. 16). The pro- and enlarged in size. That, to my mind, is a
Cedure for clearing slum areas is simplified and great difficulty; or, rather, I would suggest, not
made more uniform (secs. 23 to 29); building that municipalities have the right, but that it be
by-laws may be revoked by the Local Government embodied in the principal Act itself.
Board where they unreasonably hinder the build5119. By the Chairman.-In the Local Governing of workmen's dwellings (sec. 44); back-to- lDent Act?-Yes. Because the municipal council
back houses are forbidden (sec. 43) ; houses which co~sists of all sorts and conditions of men, and
that as a fair example. After the six years'
period there is only 9 per cent. of his total purchase money paid, and he complains because the
banker will not advance him on his security. The
banker says the security is no good, there is nO
margin on which to advance. We have found
that in our farm allotments.
5114. They all get out of the lease in perpetuity as quickly as they can ~-The bankers
have advanced, and private individuals have advanced, ou mortgage on our ordinary conditional
purchase lcases, but the lessee for the first ten
years has so little equity in it that it is hardly
worth considering.
5115. The banks do discriminate with those
men who take up those perpetual leases, and one
of the first efforts is to get them converted?-Yes:
(The witne88 withdrew.)
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sometimes a councillor's private interests and area of allotments in the different suburbs, in my
duties may clash, which is to be avoided judgment, would have to be different in different
if possible. If it were embodied in the Act: itself places, because what would suit Malvern and
it would be beyond the purview of tlie council, Toorak would be ullsuitabJe to suburbs closer to
and would make for the improvement of the the city. For that reason, I think that the Act
locality concerned, I .think. If, in addition to should say what should be the determining. factor
that, the right were given to say that in a house in each particular locality, and take it out of the
on such-and-such an area and so many rooms, po;wer of the council to have to determine such
there shall only live so many adults, or the a very important matter. Every allotment should
equivalent of so many adults-so many children~ have a side or back right-of-way, and not abut
not crowding into houses, say, for six people, ten back· to back on one another; that right-of-way
or twelve inhabitants. That right is not ours yet. to be a minimum width of at least 10 feet. Under
5120. How would you deal with the case of a a system that exists at present, land is sometimes
poor man earning about 308. a week, or up to sold with a reserve of 1 foot wide. This system
£2 a week, say, with seven, eight, or nine children, as a general thing should be stopped. We have
and you insist on larger housing accommodation; stopped that pretty largely in Hawthorn. When
he could uot afford to pay additional rent to give 'the land is sold with such a proviso, and the inthe additional accommodation
is difficult to coming ratepayers want the street made, we call
properly bisect those two features. It used to be upon the oWner WITO has reserved the 1 foot to
laid down as an axiom that the rent a man paid pay one-half the construction of the right-of-way;
was equal to a day's wages; but I believe that that and he at once WillIts to get rid of that foot, and
standard has been modified, and he has a tendency throw the cost of the work on to the purchaser;
to live in a house-and I commend him for it-of but we insist on that being paid over by him.
a better quality than such a proportion would Still, perhaps a better way of preventing. it might
give. After all, a man and his wife are the chief be devised.
factors in the handling of such a problem. Some
5122. By Mr. jlIenzies.-Before you leave that
. could solve it, and I am afraid others could not. minimum width for lanes, do you not really think
Thirty shillings a week I Suppose we take 6s. that those lanes should be secured to the indiviout of that for rent, that would mean £15 12s. a dual, and be done away with. Are we not. stick, year for rent out of £78 a year, providing he ing tenaciously to the old idea of getting access
worked full time. That would be 20 per cent., to the back of a dwelling ~-Since the advent of
practically, of his income. In these days of in- the }.IIetropolitau Board of· Works the use for the
creasing cost of timber especially, it would be right-of-way is largely done away with; but I am
hard to get a place worthy of him for 6s.; but I speaking now from the point of view of safeguardshould imagine there were very few getting that illg your O'Vll Commission-that of preventing
income nowadays under the Wages Boards' sys- slums. And if a lllan can keep 10 feet away from
them.
my place, and I 10 feet away from his, it helps
5121. There is a number of trades that have to make for that space. which is both healthy and
their seasons. Take the boot trade; it is busy in cleanly, and, generally speaking, better than being
some portions of the year, and working full time. crowded. What you say is quite correct, that the
At other times of the year the men may be out practical use of the right-ot-way is largely done
half or three-quarters of their time; their rates away with.
at full time averaging from £2 16s. to £3 a week
5123. Has it not furnished the chief factor in
-which would mean a considerable reduction in bringing into existence slullls by people making a
their average earnings. The same applies to the frontage of the lane which was intended as a
building trade, where men ·lose a considerable back approach ?-No. If the ?-uthorities are
amount of time through shifting from one job to looking after their work, they have, under the
another, &c., and also broken weathed-Yes, that present Health Act, power to prevent any houses
is true. 'VVell, in that event, keeping in view the goil)g up on a street less than 50 feet ill width.
fact that the workman is desirous of living as
. ,5124. Is that applied generally~-Yes.
close to his work as possible, for two or three
5125. It has been honoured in the breach in
reasons; first of all, economy; second, it makes
mailJ
places?-That is so; but, as a matter of
the day as short as possible; but, as you cannot
have your cake and eat it too, under such circum- fact, the Health Aet prevents the erection of any
stances, the suggestion is thrown out that with building On a street less than 50 feet wide.
5126. When was that brought in ?-For a long
frequtmt, effective, cheap, and swift co=unication between the city and suburbs in the shape 0:£ time; exactly how many years I could not say.
tramway constmction, in a wide country like Aus- Anothe·r thing the Government might very well
tralia, that has so much space and so few people, do in connexion with your problem. Iu building
it should be possible to solve the problem that any State schools, they should provide playway, which is just the reverse of what they have grounds of an area at least two and a half acres
to solve in the Old Country, a small country with round that schooL After all, I think most of us
a large population. If we cannot give the men look back with pleasure on our school days; but
accommodation next door, or near to'their work, we look at the schools around Melbourne to-day,
in the same suburb, if they could be readily taken and we find the playgrounds lacking. The schools
off to the several suburbs, it would develop the are built close on to the road, and the children
city, give room, increase the value of the pro- in their play have to look out for cabs, trams, or
perty to those that are owners in the far districts, motor cars, as the case may be, which· takes half
and give healthy homes and comfort to the men the joy in lif<> out of the boy in having to do that.
and women and their families in a way that would The Government might well provide from two to
be even better than staying in the town near to three acres for playgrounds, for the land has not
their own work. I do not know whether I have cost them so much as it looks to-day, if we are
mentioned that I think it is desirable for the Act going to reserve it from now forward. Another
to state how many buildings should be erected on feature is that municipalities should have the
an acre that is being subdivided. Of course, the right to say what th~ minimum back yard space
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should be-each tenement should have at least
500 superficial feet, and that would only provide
very small space.
5127. By ]vlr. llienzies.-They have that :fixed
in the Melbourne city. They have 200 feet superficial-l0 by 10~-It is a matter of municipal
regulation rather, and if you insert it in your
Act, it would be better. We in Hawthorn have
300 feet superficial. A number of us would like
more; but we feel we have not the authority to
go all the length we would like, and if you put
in a specific condition in your Act, it would not
be cavilled at then.
5128. That is a very small area, as you say30 by 10 ?---iYes, in the case of 300 feet. The
cas.s I mentioned, 25 by 20-wbat room bas a
boy or two, or three boys, to play in that? Still
you cannot do it all at once, and that would be a
stepping-stone towards the ideal state of affairs.
I do not know if it would bs possible to insist
upon it that every house shall be"built so that the
sun shall gct round the four sides of it in the day.
That may seem absurd, seeing the sun does not
go quite the circle; but I am assuming for a
moment that this is east, it get!) the .rising sun;
this is north, and this west. By the time it gets
to the setting sun, it has got round to somewhat
on the south side. But if .you put that house that
way- [indicating] -you would not get more than
two-thirds of its surface brightened by sunlight
on it.
5129. By the Ohairman.-Sometimes in the
summer time they are glad to get rid of it altogether ~- That is true; but, after all, the sun is
the best doctor we have. But, as you say, in summer it consists largely in dodging the sun. With
regard to the power to make very stringent building regulations, it would be better to have it embodied in the main Act; it would be more favorable, and more readily carried out, and there
would not be the various qualifying circumstances
which the Act would prohibit. The cubic contents' of a room should not be less than 1,000 feet.
That would give you simply an area of 10 by 10
by 10, and no chimney breast. Even allowing
for projection of chimneys, and such like, that
is not too large, yet it is above the average in some
of the buildings that are erected.
5130. By Mr. Menzies.-No room should- be
less than 1,000 cubic feet ?-N o. - A big man occupies 24 feet of that himself, standing still-6 by
i& by 2. Some anthority should have power to
purchase land for parks, recreation reserves, gardens, and playgrounds for children. Speaking
broadly, the slum question is too big for anyone
municipality to undertake, even in its oWn place
--certainly too big for the whole city. The question of men and women's health is clearly entitled
to become a Oommonwealth question, for, after
all, the best production we can have are the men
and women; and if you cannot give them healthy
surroundings, they will· not be the healthy men
and women you want them to be. But to do that
it requires practically the Government to carry
it out.
51'31. By the Ohairrrian.-Acounty council,
similar to London, or similar to the Bill which
1111'. Watt brought in before our L . ature to
gardens,
have charge of all that businesstrams, and housing, &c.1-I have not seen the
Bill you speak of. Of course you know about it.
Is it an equivalent to the London Oounty Ooun"ciH
672~.

5132. The Bill is drafted on the London Oounty
Oouncil principle-the Greater }fel~ourn~ Bi!lwhich would have charge of housmg, hghtmg,
trams, parks, and gardens, fire brigade, and all
such public utilities i':'-Yes. There is no doubt
some very large body should have power in the
direction you speak of. It would need a very
large body-powerful in many ways, and wealthy,
,Buch as the London Ooun ty Oouncil.
"5133. By Mr. Menzies ....,..From what you state
it would be difficult for a municipality to deal
with a'slum property in its own area 1-1 do not
'say every municipality, but, as a rule, it requir~s
too much financing. It would be very costly, In
the first place, if you shifted the people away from
. there, and if you rebuilt on the site, that would
be equally costly, and in our Local Govermnent
Act we cannot make the rate more than 26. 6d.
ill the £1. Some of our suburban municipalities are already within cooee of that-,tit is 2s.
in Hawthorn; and then, on the back of that, there
is the Metropolitan Boar~ rate, 1s. 8d., t~at is
- 3s. 8d. out of £1. You gIve us an alternatIve of
rating on the unimproved land value, for which,
. speaking personally, I am very thankful. But
the 2s. 6d. rate will not look at it under the circumstances of unimproved land value. That 2s.
6d. would have to be largely increased because, in
closely-populated places, with many buildings
thereon, the unimproved land value is as nothing
compared to the improved land value, and we are
thereby enable_d to keep within the 2s. 6d.; but it
would not be possible under the unimproved rating value. All the same, doubtless we will find
some solution of that problem when we tackle it
closer than we have done as yet. Mr. L. V. Biggs,
who h!lS written on this subject very clearly and.
powerfully, and sympathetically, was at the time
a councillor in Hawthorn. I do not say he did
that because he was a councillor, but he happened
to write it at that time, and with the most of his
conclusions I am very much in sympathy. Oouncils, it seems to me, should have the right either
to proclaim or prohibit brickfield areas, quarries
areas, and what not-that they themselves should
be the judges as to whether it is desirable or
otherwise to have a brickfield, and, if 50, pro.
-bably set apart a certain district, and say, "That
sha'll be the brickfield Ilrea, and this the bluestone
area" and so on, just as, in the same way, we have
noW the right to proclaim a brick area for buildings or a wooden area. In some places complaints
have been made of the danger to life and limb in
baving blasting as in a quarry, and even in the
brickmaking nowadays, because they do not make
bricks of clay as they used to do. We have suffered much to the detriment of the people in our
neighbourhood because women who are hanging
out their washing have complained time and again
that, following upon the blasting going on, it 'has
Shed blocks of schist into their back yards, some,times to their personal danger, and sometimes to
thcir household danger. And we have had to
pu t an inspector on, and get notice as to when
blasting is going to take place, and, generally
speaking, we have been put to a lot of trouble and
annoyance. People have left the district after a
while, and what was populated has become very
much reduced in that respect by being abandoned.
So that, if we had the power to say that a brickfield area shouM be here, or should not be. here,
it would be advantageous all round. There is one
very important feature we have introduced into
the work of the sanitary officer.
He goes to
every house in Hawthorn; he looks to the sinks,
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w.e.'s,

t4e taps, the bath, and the
to see that
-everything is sweet and clean and nice.
He
writes in one of his reports as follows: ". I hav.e the honour to report that in conneXlOn wIth the house to house inspection
now taking place, there have been some 750
premises inspected, and 260 notices given
re various defects, and up to the present at
least 230 of these have been complied with,
~nd in. others the work is in progress. This
lllspectlOn has required about 2 000 visits of
inspection, as it is necessary ~ visit some
premises four or five times before the work is
compl~ted.
Among th~ defects requiring
atte:t;ItIOn were ~be followmg: -Defective and
leakmg baths and basins, 42; wash-troughs
and ~itchen si~ks leaking, 28; dirty yards,
~ 7; dIrty dwelllllgs, 5; damp walls of dwellmgs, 17; defective drains, spouting and
sewers, 146.
There were. also 59 premises at which fowls
, were being kept contrary to the council bylaw; other matters attended to were defective closets, stables, &c.
In addition to
the above defects, 54'1 notices were given re
rubbish receptacles, and of these 500 have
been complied with.
It will therefore be seen from the foreg~i~g report that the interior of the premIses shonld be inspected, or it would be impOBsi?l.e to d.is.cover .the various insanitary
condItIOns arlSlllg owmg to the leakage from
baths, sinks, &c., draining under the floors
of dwellings; it is also necessary to examine
the interior walls for damp and insanitary
condi~ions.
It is !fot found necessary to
exammeevery room m every house, as iII, the
majority of premises it can be SOOn at a
glance whether there is any need to go further than the bath and sink.
In all these inspections we carry our ap~
pointment and authority, and whenever there
is any hesitancy shown, or doubt expressed,
by the householder, this authority is produced
for their perusal."
5134. By the Chairman.-Is not that a common
~hing for the. municipalities to have a sanitary in~pector appomt;ed for the ,purpose of investigatmg and reportmg on the same lines as at Hawthorn ~-I do not know the practice, but I believe, in effect, it is the rule; but to say that it
is, is more than I can do.
5135. By Mr. Menzies.-How do you get the
people to put their places .into a state. of
efficiency 7-The inspector will call and intimate.
to the woman of the house that the sink wants
to be repaired and the bath is to be seen to, an'd
he will give her, perhaps, a fortnight in which
to see to it. He notes that down in his inspection book, and, more than that, he goes back
havi~g ~ recoi'd of it.
It is not necessarily for
pubhcatlOn, but be notes it down that such and
such a place requires attention, and keeps it before him until he sees his instructions are carried
out. The figures he has quoted speak for themoolves. I will read, to you an extract from John
MoMahon's " Fragments of the Early History of
Australia," page 24Town Planning in Sydney.
In a despatch from Governor Phillip to
Lord Sydney (three or four months after
founding of that city), dated 15th May, 1788,
Phillip writes: "1 have the honour, to enclose your Lordship the intended plan of the
town. The principal streets are placed. so as
. J;o admit it. free circulation of air, and' are
:200 feet wide, and when the<>houses are to be

built-if it moots with your Lordship's approbation-the land will be granted with a
clause that will ever prevent more than one
house being built on the allotment, which'
will be 60 feet by 150 feet."
A - far-sighted, sagacious man was Governor
Phillip!
The U'itnes.~ withdrew.
AdjO'ltrned till Tuesda:1J next.

TUESDAY, 8TH SEPTEMBER, 1914.
Presen't: .

R. H. SOLLY, Esq., M.L.A., ill the Ohair;
The HOll. H. P. Richardson, M.L.C.,
The Hon. J. G. Aikman, M.L.C.,
The Hon. J. Sternberg, M.L.C.,
E. J. Ootter, Esq" M.L.A.,
J. Menzies, Esq., M.L.A.
Thomas Luxford, sworn and examined
5136. By theChairman.-What are you 1-A
timber merchant.
5137. I understand that you are a councillor
of the City of Collingwood 1-Yes.
5138. Did your council decide upon what lines
your evidence should be tendered 1-No. '
5139. They carried no resolution 1-No; they
simply appointed me to give evidence before the
Oommission, if desired.
5140. They gave you no special instructions 1None whatever.
5141. You have a free hand to state anything
you think would be advisable for the Oommission to adopt 1-Y M.
5142. Would your council b., bound on any evidence that you gave before the Oommission 1-No;
I think their, idea is to try and help the Commission, and if any good thing came out of the
ComlI!-ission'l~hey .,:would be willing to adopt it
.as farjas i~ l]1y in their power.
, .5143. Supposing you made a philanthropic recommendation, would your council adopt that
idea 1-1 do not like to say that, but they would
give it every consideration.
5144. You are not bound, one way or the
other 1-No; and I have not come with, any
,ideas, except any points that may crop up in
answer to questions that m~y be put to me.
5145. You haye c ,al'knowiledge oL.th!> whole of
the district in your city 1......:.Yes. ~ .; ,
5146. What is your general opinion as to the
housing accommodation; is it good" bad, or indifferent 1-Tbe position is that we are a very old
city, and in a very old city, occupied by artisans,
there are sure to be a number of old buildings.
The fact of our condemning a number of those
each year is evidence that we are attending to
the housing. We have been removing the old
places as fast as circumstances would allow.
I
believe that many of our hOUSeS are outliving
their usefulness--that is to S'1y, they are worn
out, and we are getting rid of those as fast as we
reasonably can. In every new house we are building every reasonable attention is given to make
.it 'healthy and suitable for those who will occupy
it-that is to say, that the architecture is better,
they are given more air space, and greater accommodation.
The peopl!>'s ideas of home life now
render those things necessary.
You could not
build a house now without a bath-room and a
washhouse, and most people like a fair amo)l~llt of
space. Sometimes you might find a strip ot 29
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, 5160. By the Ohairman.-Do you think the
foot of ground ootween two nice houses in a particular neighbourhood, and the question is present Local Government Act gives the councils
whe,ther that ground should lie idle, or whether sufficient power so far as the regulation is conyou will allow a four-roomed. bouse to be built cerned ?-Well, there is a difficulty in answering
with a single frontage and a SIde passage on that . that question. If we were going to restrict
strip. That has been done in so~e c~ses.
We people's operations and insist upon certain things
do not bind anybody to a certam SIze, except being done, such as larger rooms being provided,
that they must have so many square feet in the then we should require some alteration. We have
back yard-otherwise, 'except with regard to not power under the Act to insist upon everyproper ventilation and the height of the walls, we thing that an ordinary person might insist should
have very little say indeed.
be done. There are so many difficulties with our
5147. Have you building regulations for the
city,
because it is so old, and a lot of the building
Oity of Collingwood
and we have had for
was
done
in the early days, which it would be
a number of years.
now
difficult
to alter.
5148. On what lines are they based ?-They
5161.
Have
you felt, as a municipal councillor,
provide that the he'ight of the walls should not
that
the
council
has been restricted in dealing
be more than 10 feet, but they do not make any
with the demolition of old tenements because of
conditions in regard to the size of the rooms.
do not think so. Our
5149. Do you make any stipulations so far as the lack of power
material is concerned-that is, as to whether it health officer has the right to go to a house with
should be of stone or brick 7-No; we have not our inspector, and if they consider the conditions
bad it is simply condemned, and unless the house
any brick area in our city.
is
put in proper order to the satisfaction of our
5150. Any man can purchase a piece of land
officer, people are not allowed to occupy it. We
of any size, and put up a house on it?-Yes.
5151. And as long as the height of the walls have had some difficulty with elderly people who
is 10 feet, you permit the house to be built '1- have owned property for a number of years, and
Yes; the plans and specifications have to be sub- we have been very slow in turning them out, if
mitted to the surveyor, and he has something to the houses were habitable at all. At last night's
say about the levels of the foundations, and in committee meeting we had a list of two or three
regard to the ventilation and drainage., but those places that had been condemned, and we have
are points that we never have any difficulty with. been doing this work gradually for years. The
We do not have to insist. 'Ve simply say that we people either have to improve the places by
require this place'to be built in a certain way, raising the floors or whatever is necessary, or
and it is done. The only difficulty lies in con- else have it condemned. Perhaps 80 per cent. of
nexion with the small areas. There the question the condemned houses have been pulled down and
is, where we cannot enlarge them, whether they the' other half renovated. Immediately we conshould be built upon, or be passed by on account demn a house the owner will come to us and say,
of their being too small, At the pTesent time th1:! "What do you want done ~" We say, "Those
homes for people are gradually drifting away, walls will have to be stripped, and there will have
and our suburb is be'ing used more for factories.
Many factories have taken the place there of haIf- to be new floors put down, and the back part ima-dozen houses, as our people are going further proved," and, as a rule, we have not had much
We have found a large number of
outside. Weare not building so much now of the difficultY.
people
willing
to do what we ask, but even then
residential class. Many of. the houses that have
been built during the last few years' have been it is an old honse, and we have not increased the
of a very ~uch better class. That is to say, i~ is size of the land.
a house, WIth, say, five rooms and a bath-room,
5162. Do you feel that for the want of a wider
and wash-house, and a fair piece of ground-that power your council is restricted from doing any
wo,uld be particularly in the Olifton .tl.lll portion useful reform work?-No, I do not know what
of our city, where most of our bUlidmg has beeu more power we want. Under the present methods
going on.
of working, it is all right unless the council were
5152. I suppose you are aware that, under the to take on the housing question, alid at once begin
present Local Government Act, your council can to say, "We are going to alter things and prepare
supervise the material of which the houses are for the average artisan or working man in the
bUIlt ~-I think we,:have that power.
way of homes." If we are going to take on the
5153. 'l'hey can look to the questlOn of over- building problem ourselves, as a city then we
crowdmg 1-Y e&.
should require increased powers.
'
5154. And the width of streets, and lanes, and
You
have
been
for
some
time
condemning
5163.
rights-of-way ¥-Yes.
5155. And the formation of brick areas 1- properties that, according to your officers were
'
Well, we have no subdivisions now in our city, not fit for human habitation?-Yes.
5164. In the case of those properties, have the
therefore we occupy a different position.
5156. And the distance of one building from people been readily accommodated in other direcanothed-We insist on all wooden buildings tions ?-N ot for the last five years.
51(15. There is a difficulty in getting houses?having 4 clear feet on each side-that is with
and that is why we have been very much
wood; but with brick, of co urse, you could build
slower in our condemnations than we would have
terraces.
5157. But you have no minimum allotment'l- been otherwise.
No.
5166. In that respect you say that some power'
5158. By the lion. 11. F. Richardson.-You do should be given to the municipalities to build for
not allmv terraces of wooden buildings ~-No.
tenants who want accommodation?-I am not
5159.. Not even if there is a brick partition?- quite sure whether the municipalities should take
If you put a 9-inch brick wall in between each on the work or not. I see grave difficulties in the
way of doing it.
hou~e, there is nothing to prevent you putting
wooden fronts and a certain amount of wooden
5167. Take the Workers Dwelling Act that was
studding in between. The Act does not prevent passed by the Legislative Assembly last year.
that.'
'
That gave municipal councils the power to borrow
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£50,000' to build workmen's dwellings on certain
conditions. They could build and let to any person as a tenant, but power was not given to sell.
Do you agree with that principle, or are you
opposed to it ?-I am distinctly opposed to the
. municipalities taking on the building of properties at all.
5168. By the lIon. H. F. Richardson.-Is that
the feeling of your council ~-I do not know, because it has never been discussed by them.
5169. By the Chairman.-Are you aware t1:tat
in many municipalities in Great Britain, where
the Local Government Act has been given consideration by the people, the' representatives have
adopted the principle of building houses for the
poorf-I am at a disadvantage, because Victoria
is almost the extent of my knowledge in that
respect. I have only gained information by reading and hearing what others have said. I believe
that policy has been adopted in other parts of
the world, but my point is that the conditions
there are perhaps not the same as those we have
here. My evidence would not be of much value
in that direction.
5170. Would you oppose the idea of municipalities building workmen's homes?-Yes, because
I do not see bow it could be made a success from·
a financial point of view.
.5171. If it could be shown to you that it has
been a paying proposition in other places where
they have taken it on, .do you not think the Collingwood Council would be quite as capable of
carrying out such a proposition as the councils in
any other part of the world?-I think if the conditions were similar there should be no difficulty.
I contend that we are endowed with as much
common sense as people in other parts of the
world, but if that is done here I cannot see how
the financial result is to come out. I have had
considerable experience with building societies,
and I have done some building, and, speaking
from my own experience in connexion with building and with tenants-which has been everything
I could wish, though I do not know whether I am
particularly fortunate in that respect-I think
the great difficulty is to provide a building suitable for the needs. of tenants at a price within the
reach of them. There is a great difference of
opinion in that respect. One person will say that
a man should not pay .more than One day's wages
for a house to live in, .but you cannot purchase a
house and give terms like that. Take, for example,
a man living with his wife and four children.
They requ~re a five-roomed house to be comfortable. That would mean a piece of ground 33 feet
by 132 feet, and with a house erected on that it
would cost £550.
5172. By the lIon. H. F. Richardson.-You
think that ii? the limit of the ground in a place
like Collingwood
think 33 feet by 132 feet is
large ehough for any ordinary workman's home.
5173. Do you think it is too large 1-1 do not
know that it is too large. Speaking from my own
experience in building a number of places in the
last few years, that is the size of ground I usually
build on, and I do not find it is too large. If
people are asked to pay. 18s. a wook for those
places it will give you less than 6 per cent. net.
5174. By the Ohai1'lnan.-Did you see this Bill
that th:e Government passed last session ~-I did.
, 5175. Did you go carefully through its provisions ?-N0, not too carefully.
5176. Do YOH-, ul1ier.stand the priJ?.cip.lx.l' lllvolv~d in the Bill1-I think I do" but not too
clea.tly, pe~haps".)l.l1il'

5177. What is your opinion oithe Government
giving you additional powers under this Bill i I could not say whether we should adopt them.
If our council adopted them there would want to
be a very much larger amount made available
than £50,000, because it would not be enough
unless you were allowed to sell. If it was run
like a building society on· tables of payments of
so much per week, then your income is coming in
all the while, but we would be out of funds in
no time if we were to become landlords only. We
should want some automatic way of replenishing
our funds, which could be done on a system of
time payment
much principle and so
much interest. You would have the interest on
your money to meet, and if you paid 4! per cent,
interest for it, by the time you paid your work~
ing charges, it would not be enough, and then,
again, a municipality could not conduct business
as cheaply as an individual.
5178. Your contention is that, providing you
charge a reasonable rental, there would not be
sufficient left, after putting aside so much for
depreciation and general business working expenses, to help to pull down houses and rebuild
more ?-I think not. The position is this: To-day,
if you take Clifton Hill, Collingwood, or any of
the neighbouring cities, 'and select a piece of
ground 33 feet by 100 or 132 feet in a reasonable
street and build a house on it with a proper bathroom; and a stove in the kitchen, and, generally
speaking, a house fit for a man with four or five
children to live in, would cost £550. That would
bring you in approximately £46 16s. per annum
at a rental of 18s. per week.
5179. By the lIon. II. F. Richardson.-An
ordinary workman such as we are trying to deal
with could not pay a rent like that?-No, and
the municipality could not build houses cheaper
than that. We built three or four houses for some
of our employes, and found the cost ran up high.
5180. Could you not build a row of brick
houses chea p.er ~- Yes.
: 518L Do }ou want all the houses that size 1No, but you want four rooms.
5182. A newly-married couple would be satisfied with a three-roomed house, which could be
increased as the family went on, and in any case
you could build for less by building houses in
rows ?-Yes, you might build something you could
let for 148. that way.
5183. It would ·have to be. lower
that ~-I
am s·peaking of the class of house
would suit
a man and wife and three or foul- cliildren, and
if you get Ii man who pays a rental of 18s. for a
!touse such as I mentioned, that amounts to
£46 16s. per annum, and then out of tliat iLinount
you must pay the municipal i;ates, the ~fetro
politan Board rates, insurance, cost of collecting
rents, and. the upkeep, which I ,vQuld put down
£14 ]s. 4d., which leaves nothing for depreciation, and that brings you il) less than tl per cent.
I have built a dozen of these places in the last
five years, and I know what they cost to build.
5184. By the Hon. J. Ster;~be1·g.-What
material is that £550 house built of-wood or
brick ~-A.s a rule half of each. I generally build
them iIi pairs and have a passage on the outer
side, and a 4-ilich brick wall going through the
centre-then the rest is wood.
5185. I suppose the ,vood is the back portion ~
.,-You have only thecentl'e ill bi'ick with'~youl'
chimneys.
t.r ( 'l'.
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5186. It is practically a wooden honse then~
Yes, but we put a brick wall through it to comply
with the Act, and that reduces the insurance on
the building.
5187. What rent do you get for a house like
that costing £550 ?-Eighteen shillings.
5188. That is not the usual rent of workmen's
houses-he generally gives 12s. or 14s. ?-Well,
the difficulty is to build houses to let at 12s.-you
could not do it now.
5189. Why?-There is generally the extra cost
to be considered.
5190. The cost of laboud-Yes; and that means
the cost of everything else, because when you start
to fell a tree for the timber, the labour is something more, and there is something extra all
round from start to finish. Take the case of a
painter, he would paint a house ten years ago for
£20, but to-day he wants £30. You ask him why,
and he will tell you that things are dearer-that
the oil, for instance, used to be 3s. a gallon, and
now it is 5s.
5191. You stated that the municipalities should
not be builders of houses-that the amount provided would not be adequate for the requirements?
-Yes; and I question whether they could make it
a paying proposition.
5192. I think the Chairman said the County
Council in London are doing this sort of thing,
and they are making it pay~-Yes.
5193. Their balance-sheets have been submitted
from time to time ~-Yes; but are the conditions
there suitable for the requirements here 1
5194. They are more intensified there-you
have heard of Cadbury's settlement 1-Yes.
5195. What has been done there to your knowledge?-The question with me is as to whether
the conditions there would suit us here.
In a
large number of these places the people live in
Hats, and have two rooms, and our people would
not be satisfied with that.
5196. You have never been there~-No. I told
the Chairman that I was at a-disadyantage if he
went outside Victoria, because I had not any
knowledge of other conditions, except what I had
read.
5197. By the Hon. H. F. Richardson.-At the
present time there are a lot of houses at Collingwood let out as Hats ~-I do not know that there
are many places where there is more than one
family living. Of course, a family may come to
Collingwood from the country, or from England,
and they may havel frien!is there; and while they
are waiting to get a house, they may be living with
their friends. And there have also been cases where
real need has driven two families into one house;
but we watch those things as closely as we can, and
prevent them as far as lies in our power. We do
not always accept our inspector or officer's report, but at least one or two or three of the Committee will .take a half-day once in a while, and
go round in a cab and inspect these places before
they are finally condemned.
5198. By the IIon. J. Blernberg."-We had evidence before us that these buildings at Cadbury's
settlement were let to tenants who were paying a
small rate of interest, and that they' were occupied singly, and not by several people living in
one house. Do you know anything to the contrarv~-No.

5199. Then you accept that as correct¥-Yes,
I snppO'le I would have to, because I could not
contradict it.
5200. Arc the conditions that prevail in Collingwood at the present juncture an improvement
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on the conditions that prevailed some years ago'
-Yes, the general supervision is much keener
and closer. Some people are too dirty to live anywhere, and it is a job to keep them up to anything
like a decent state. The inspector visits back
yards, and insists upon certain things being done,
and I believe there has been a general improvement. The people have become'"'"educated more to
cleanliness, I think.
5201. Have you lately been through some areas
that have been reported to the Gommission~
No; but I know all the suburbs. I have not been
in close touch with these places that I have seen
reported-it is only by driving round and seeing
them from the outside. I have not gone in for an
internal inspection except in our own city of
Collingwood.
5202. You have seen some of the slum area
there
have seen a large number of them in
my capacity as a Public Works Committee man.
5203. Do you think that since this Commission
has been taking evidence efforts have been made
to clean up these houses¥-I do not think the
efforts began since the Committee commenced.
We have been at it for seven years, I thinkwatching these places closely, and endeavouring
to improve them.
5204. By the Hon. H. F. Richardson.-Oollingwood has a good record
5205. By the Hon. J. G. Aikman.-You do not
favour the Hat system-you would rather have
every house on its own piece of ground; and if
there is not room enough for them, you would
have them further out and give them quicker
transit 1-Yes, the people have been .driven further
out like that from Collingwood to Fairfield.
Without having any figures, I should say that
one-third of the population working in the fac~
tories has gone further out.
5206. That is the natural solution of it, do you
not think ~-I do not know. You would pay as
much per foot for land at Ivanhoe or Heidelberg
as you would at Collingwood.
520'7. I am not speaking of the value per foot
of the land. If we have large areas, would you
favour the municipality or the Government taking it over and widening the streets ~-I am not
very clear that the Government could improve it,
as far as the price is concerned.
5208. But if we have a lot of narrow streets,
and they are very thickly populated, we want to
know how to treat that area-it would be either
for the municipality or the Government to buy
up those areas and reclaim them 1--[ could not
gIve you an opinion on that matter just now.
5209. By the IIon. II. F. Richardson.-Do you
contend that there are no slum areas in Collingwood 1-That would be rather a sweeping statement; but I maintain that we are cutting them
out as fast. as we find them. We have recently
spent a lot of money on one area there, and we
are going to convert it into a play area for children. There were six of those places that were
bad near the State Sc1;lOOI, and we are doing that
as fast as we can.
5210. By 11fr. Jl-fenzies.-You have been doing
that for a number of years ?-Yes, for seven or
eight years. We have been very earnest about it.
'5211. So that the sitting of this Commission
has not really· given any material fillip to your
interesH-N0; it might have given us an additional poke in the ribs to move us along to do
the '~est we could, but we~have .'geen very earnest
about it. Two or three years ago we made arrangements for houses in the city to be visited
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once by the inspector and reported on to the
5222. What is the minimum allotment area of
committee, and whatever the committee decided each building in the terrace, taking the frontage
should be done was told the owner, and he was and depth ?-I could not say.
,
given a month or two to make the alterations.
5223. By the Han. H. F. Richardson.-What
H they had not been made at the end of a short rent is charged?-Well, we inquired this mornperiod; and the place cleaned up, then the owner ing, but we could not get the actu~l facts; but the
would be brought to book, and the place cleaned people we saw said they thought It was 14s.
up at his expense. We did not get over all the
5224. How many rooms are there ?-Four rooms
city, but we did the bulk of it, and that had a and a bathroom, and a nice little washhouse. I
beneficial effect.
am not sure that the rent is 14s., 'because there
5212. By the Han. J. Sternberg.-Do the mem- was no one in authority to tell me. We walked
bers of the council visit these places, or the in- through those places this morning, and we were
spectod-W e have an inspector, but our Public quite impressed with them, although they were not
Works Oommittee gives directions in the matter. . quite finished.
The council inspects it through their Public
5225. Those are new buildings then?-Yes, in
Works Oommittee, and we give instructions to Gi pps-street.
.
our officer.
5226. By the Chairrnan.-You were speakmg
5213. Whom do you mean by "we "~-Well, I
of a certain type of house a f<1w minutes ago, and
am chairman of the Public Works Oommittee, you said it would cost about £550 ?-Oomplete,
and I am responsible for what the officers do. yes.
,
H I give instructions, I expect them to be carried
5227. That is the land and everything?-Yes.
'out, or else explained to the council the reason
5228. Have you had any experience in buildwhy they are not carried out.
,ing?-Yes.
5214. I think you said that this Oommission
5229. Are you a building contractor by trade ~
was like a prod iirthe ribs for you ~-Yes.
-No; it is only a side line.
5215. You said that two or three years ago you
5230. But you have had a fair experience' in
were active-have you bcen equally active during building?-I know all about it.
the intervening time ~-W e have followed it up
5231. We have had evidence from Mr. Little,
closely.
who
is an architect" and the secretary of the
5216. Has your council done anything since
Architects'
Association of Victoria. He is a man
this Oommission started that they had not done
with
great
experience.
He ,vas also instru~tor ~t
before in that direction ~-N 0, except that when
we saw these reports about the Oommission we the 'Working Men's Oollegc. He states m hIS
wanted to see whether they had any bearing on evidence that he had secured a tender from a reour city; but we never discovered anything to up- liable contractor for the erection of houses at
braid ourselves with. We have actually been £245 per house. I will read it ~o you.-[Readcondemning a little slower during the last few ing.]-".I have got from a relIable . .
years, because we felt it was doing people an in- £340 per house." That is something considerably
justice when they had no place to go to. That under your estimate ~-- That i~ only a s~oddy
is being remedied a little now, because building place. That is not a house_ It IS not the kmd of
house that a man would build if he had to live
is going ahead.
in
it. I would not have a house with a '4t-in.
5217: By the Han. H. F. Richardson.-Througb
brick wall. I have had tenders for a number of
private enterprise ~- Yes.
houses during the last few years, and I could
5218. By Mr. Menzies.-You have endeavoured show you -the plans and specifications, and the
to carry out the work with a minimum of fric- average of those places per pail' would be slightly
tion ?-Yes, the committee would visit the places, over £800.
I have called tenders in the open
as a rule, themselves after the place was reported market, and I have' had up to sixteen tenders for
We the one job.
on, and before it was finally condemned.
would generally spend two or three hoUl's some
5232. By l!lr. .iVIenzies.-What sized ro~ms
morning going round in a cab with the health ,vould they be in the house you were speaklllg
officer or the inspector with us.
of?-The front rooms would be 14 by 12, and
5219. What has been your experience as a coun· the kitchen would be 16 by l,~feet ..
cil of the attitude of the landlords with whom you
5233. By the Chai1·man.-¥-I;, ~A\le goes on to
are dealing-have you found them reasonable or say, in his evidence, that the rent would be lOs.
- unreasonable ~-We have had very little trouble. 6d.-that is £27 4s. per annum, or S per cent. on
We have had a great amount of courtesy. We the cost. Do you not consider that 8 per cent. on
have had here and there a hard case; but, gene- the cost of a building of that description would
rally speaking, the people are willing to do as be a fair thing to allow for depreciation ?-It dewe require them. 'We have the power, and if pends on what result you are going to get.
I
things are to be done, they might as well do them. reckon 9 pel' cent. as the gross income, and 3 per
Here and there we meet the proverbial snag, but cent. of that goes for general upkeep and other
there are not many of them.
charges, leaving about? per cent. n~t.,
.
5220. By the Han. J. 0.. Aikman.-We had a
5234. You simply dIspute ~1:r. LItt,le s eVIdence
minister here who told us of two houses being on this noint,' or you say the building he would
'erected on a small piece of ground by a Oolling" put up is ,shoddy compared .with the one you had
wood councillor-is that evidence false ?-As far in your mil,ld ?-I do not thl~k anybody wo~ld be
as I know, they are quite sound little places, well inclined to build that place If they were gomg to
and faithfully built under an architect.
Of look .'ahead for a number of years, because it is
course it is a terrace, and there is no passage not substantial.
between. That is the best way to get a cheap
5235. How long do you think would ce the life
house-by occupying a small piece of ground.
of this house ~- I' would not care to give an
5221. By Jllr. Menzies.-What is the size of opinion.
the allotment?-JJ W.o~l~ be about 25 fe!"tgY'r,,100
5236. By Mr. Menz,ies.-Oould you give ,us the
feet. There are -seven of t,hem,; ::rll~~ri,,~, one after measurements of your rooms f.l.gain, and {~'flcould
the other.
make a comparison ?-I could not give y'Qll ~ltem
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to-day. I came here this morning without any
facts, but if the Commission so desires I will be
very pleased to produce my plans and specifications, and I could give you a list of the tenderers.
5237. BY,tke Ckairman.-This is a two-story
building that Mr. Little speaks of. It has an
upstairs bedroom 13 feet by 12 feet, two windows,
a fireplace, and a large cupboard 5 feet by
2 ft. 6 in. Another bedroom 14 feet bv 9 feet is
provided. That has a fireplace, win do;', and two
cupboards. Then he goes on-" If another bedroom were required . . . ample for the ordinary workman's cottage." The £340 pays also
for the land, and that would produce a reserve
for the children to play on. There would be a
place for them to puddle in with their boots off,
and also seating accommodation on the reserve
for women and children. It would pay for a
portion of that cost.
5238. By Mr. Menzie$.-Are those two-storied
terraces ~
5239. By tke Chairman.-Yes.
5240. By the lVitne88.-With terraces it is a
different proposition to an ordinary villa. I am
speaking of a villa.
5241. By the Han. H. F. Richardson.-Do you
see any objection to a two-storied building for a
working man ?-My only objection is that I do
not like them.
5242. But from a working man's point of view,
or from a health point of view, do you see any
objection to them ~-N 0, except the objection that
the average mother thinks a two-story building
is awkward if they have children upstairs, and
they are down-stairs doing the work. I may say
that if there are any direct questions that I cannot
answer this morning, I would be glad to prepare
the information for you if you thought it would
be of any value.
5243. By the Chairman.-Thank you very
much; we would like it.
5244. By the Han. H. F ..Ric~~ardson.-You
are opposed to municipal enterprise ,in connexion
with the erection of workers' dwellings?-Yes.
5245. You do not think a municipality should
handle it at aIH-No.
5246. If they did handle it, do you think they
should have power not only to let, but to sell~
Yes, the feeling in the breast of every man and
woman is that they like to have something of their
own, and if there conld'be some cheap method of
building socidty te:Hns :i"rriulgeu, so 'hat it would
be an automatic thiug, and the place would become their own.
5247. That is the law in Western AustraJia and
oth3r places~-We have had that here.
I am
president of a building society, and we have found
very little difficulty. We have not a propcrty on
our hands at the preseut time. I kuow something
of building society work, although ours is only a
small concern.
5248. By the Chairman.-If you are not in
favour of the municipal control of this building
question, would you be in favour of a Greater
Melbourne scheme that would have charge of the
whole of this question in the metropolis of :Melbourne to run along with other things, such as
the question of health, which is closely allied to
housing, the question of the means of transit
lighting, water supply, sanitation, and all thos~
im portant ih ings that affect a big centre like Mell:o~~'ne ?-M) council. were willing to throw in
theU' lot WIth the Greater Melbourne
..
..scheme,
~~~

-~

~.-.
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which included all those various utilities.
We
knew the scheme was bristling with difficulties,
but, on the general principle, it was agreed to by
my council. I favour that scheme as a whole. I'
think it would be an advantage, because we can
do, as a large II Greater Melbourne," what we can~
not do as small cities.
5249. By tke Han. J. Sternberg.-Wbat is your
opinion in connexion with the different building
regulations that t;lxist throughout the various
municipalities in and about Melbourne-are you
aware that at present each municipality has its
own regulations ~-Yes.
5250. Should they be so continued, or would
you have a central authority where all plans and
specifications should be submitted ~-At the pre~
sent time we each control our own, and the plans
and specifications are submitted to our officer. Of
course the conditions are different in each municipality. Take Kew, Hawthorn, or 'Malvern; the
condition,S are quite different there, and it would
be difficult to apply the same building conditions.
5251. We do not for a moment say that the
same type should exist in those muuicipalities,
but what the Commission would like to know is
your opinion as to whether we should have separate building regulations or oue set ~-I think
they are better as they are. I think each one
should have their own building regulations in a
particular district, unless it is in connexion with
the 'Greater Melbourne scheme, where you have a
central authority to deal with the lot.
5252. By the Han. H. F. Richardson.-You do
not support a model system of building regulations~-No.

5253. You said earlier in your evidence that
your building regulations provided for the height
of rooms, and did not make provision for the size
of rooms. That seems remarkable, because it
'might be a little cupboard, but as 10ntJ as the
height is there it is all right '-Our Health Act
provides for so many square feet being allowed.
5254. Then it is dealt with 1-Yes, but we have
never been up against a proposition of the kind,
where the rooms were so ridiculously small that
they w~mld not suit for their purpose.
5255. That is provided for under the Health
Act ~- Yes, I think it says so many square feet.
5256. In most of the regulations in the municipalities I have seell the size of the rooms is provided fod-I am not conversant with many of
them.
5257. What do you consider should be a minimum allotment for a workman's dwelling of, say,
three, four, five, or six rooms 1-You would not
get so much frontage with a single front, and it
all depends whether you build a double fronted
or single fronted house. With a double front you
get all the more yard. I like to see a doublefronted house occupy 33 feet.
5258. As far as the city of Collingwood is concerned, if you had power, what limit would you
make the minimum size allotment for a dwelling?
- I would make a single frontage 24 feet by at
least 100 feet deep. That would be as small as
you could go, allowing for four rooms.
That
meaus that you would have about a 15 feet or
16 feet room with a 4 feet passage, and about
4 feet alongside the house; but, of course, it would
be more in the outer suburbs.
5259. Your contention is that ,the minimum
allotR:erit in the cities sh61ild be smaller than in
the outer suollrbs 1-Yes,
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,5260. }3y Mr, Menzies.-mat area 'should' a,
place get ?-33 -feet, by' about
100' fe'et deep. In any of our su'bdivisions for the
last 30 years it has been 132 feet deep where we
could get ,it;
52f!1. By the Hon. n: F. Richard8on.~Is there
anything in your regulations' t'o' prevent putting
two houses on the 'One bIo'ck and making two
fron'tages~~No';15ut we 'would ,not allow a frontage to a'nything less than a 50-feet street.. Some
time back there were a few cases of th'at' description. '
5262. By the Chairman.~iIi1.ve· you considered tlle ndv·jsability of the council acc!lpting
a minimum rallotment of say 35 feet in the inner
suburbs;' and 50 feet in the outer suburbs'?-That
came' before the council, and we thought we' had
s6ina.ny'Of the smaller' areas that we wonld have
difficulty'in applying it; because we had so many
of tlle ,20 feet and 24 feet blocks, so we simply
passed it 'out.
'5263:: Could you tell the Commission how mimy ,
blocks there are in Collingwood with 20 feet
frontages?...:.....N 0, but i might get that information
for you-"-I will 'try.
5264. If 'the whole of those 20 feet blocks are
in' one particular part of your muniCipality it
might 'be possible to ,buy up the whole of that
area; and then re~survey it and build?-1"h8
difficulty :is that they are separated. You might
have Jhalf~a~dozen hlocks in one area, and then
you might get:one where the people 'on either side
do·.notrequire to buy it, and it remains. rhere
idl~,_. ;·Jt is ,a question whether it is better to build
on that land or to let it go on as an idle :block.
5265,. ¥ on consider that 20 feet 'is not 'sufiiciEnlt
as a ;frontage ?~Not unless you 'have a ·g66a. 'strpct"
back arid f.ront; I consider it is too small. ,0'£
cour~; ,yo:u C01]:ld put ·a· three 'roomed cottage 'on
it, one room 'behind the other.
'
'5266. 'That ,is 'provided you have the depth-=have you the depth?-We' have very few blocks
that -are less tha-n 100 feet. It IS 200 feer, from
street to'st'reet, with a frontage each way, ·alld
very·many of those ,places have a greate'r depth.
5267. You would 'consider that a 20 feet frontage '~is altogether inadequate with an 80 -feet
dept}lJ~Jt ill, if you aI'e.going to go beyond thr.ee
room,s. It depends largely on the conditions sur'
r(Ju'naing those placef:\.
~26~.- The average' working man has a wife, 'and
the average family would be thre&-that would be .
six ,~rs9n,.s. He would, necessarily want ,a s'eparate tied-room for his children, and a bed"l'OOlD
fof "himself ana his wife, and a kitchen:· that is
three 'rooms, 'and, according to your house' 'ac.'
commodation there ,vquld be no room to receive a
frien'd'or en~rtain a.fge~'-No, you could l~ot:do
with less than ·four rooms.'
,
~5;2'69. Who 'has b~nrespollsible for allo~ing
these 2? feet blocks to remain as they are. Has
it-:nbt 'been througli the want of proper building
regulations, or the cutting up of these allotments
under 'municipal regulations and control ~-':"'I do
not know about that,
Many would come like,
this: A man would have 40 foot or 60 feet of land
to ·build a house on. '. He miglit have had 20 feet
or ·25 ·feet·left over, and·he might think fit to sell
it to somebody. Under the former conditions,
there was plenty of room, but now that the place
has become crowded, these 'blocks have ·become too
small.. .
.
:_5270.· There haf??beeh '-a. lack of prop~rJs,Jp.et:
vision ~in c'onnexion with the building !regulatio'n~,
d~uble-f,toiited
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oLJour city when that staw of things existsJ,,,,". I
.cannot quite agree that the people in the past did'
not ·do according to their needs.
Then those
blocks 'of ground were availabl~ for children to
play on, and the people never' saw this difficulty.
Then for some years past the H~alth Act has been
controlling a fair amount of this kind of thing.
5271. By the lion, II. P. Richardson:-You
had not always the power ~~No.
5272. By il{'r. ill enzies,-Have you building
regulations in Collingwood ~-Yes,
.
5~73,. iIav~ you fixed the ,siz~ of a medium al:
lot-ment ~~N o.
51274, You have simply allowed them to build
on any' sized al1ottnent~:-Yes. The procedure i~
that' the parson who builds milst bring a plan ..
Our Surveyor inspects: it 'and sees to the 'size of
the walls and the general 'conditionB---'4esees that'
they are fa.ir and reasonable, If a man is going
to build ·twostories high he, must have a 14-inch
wall. We would not allow a 9-inch wall ina .case
like that.
.
·5275. Would you allow a man to build on a
smaller allotment thali what you w0l.lld consiger·,
necessary as a minimum'a.llotment ~-W:e have no
minimum allotment condition.'
5276. As ,long a~ a man C<;'ID;es to yo~ ,and s.ub;,
mits plans and specifications for a building and .
rriakes the best of the land available, you are prepared to let.him go on ~-Yes, we h/!-ve no power
to stop him, and we never found the need to get
the pow,?r,
, 5277. You were saying that you thought 33'
feet by 100 feet was suitable for a double frontage:
-"-what 'size building had you in view 1-In the
fitst place 4 feet would have, 'to be takeli ollf.or a:
right-of-way... That wpuld give y'ou28 or 29 .feet,:
which would mean 12 feet fo,r each room on elther~
sia'e of a pass'age, We generally build four ,maili
rooms and a lean-to at the back with a: fairly large'
ki.tchen, :about 14ft. x l2ft. on' the one' side, and
on the other side you have ,yonr' :b<ithroom and,
W'!<Sh-}lOUSt;l.tf:r. -'.·f
~5278 .d7YOU said you ,thought 24 :£eet by 100 fe~t,
was 'suitable for a slngle front 1-Yes.
' '
"5279. Well is 'there ,not a gross inequality arising there, because you would ,ha:v.e only 1,600 feet:
ashal£ of your double frontage, or 2,400 feekfor
the ·single frontage-is that a sensible .p,roposition 1"
-.1 am only considering the. ·needs of the ,pe.op,le,alid how a 24 feet block could· beused,):'ersQ.I).~ .. '
ally l would like them to, have a block of 33 feet.... :
'.5280. You 'are. pl:epared to'·al:l.~p't, :a.'.singlefron(
co~tage, which would give about ,2,400 feet on .the:
whole allotment, or on the other hand.;you af~.
PHlpared to give them 1,600 ·feet as half of ;the'
do~ble frontage.
Should not y.o~ insist 'Im the,
depth being greater for a double fFonted coLtage
-1: think you said 132 feet ~-Yes,. but yo.u fha~e.
to . confine yourself to' certain conditions .a,s'theY,
are. It is difficult to alter the vi'hole plan of sub- :
divisions, and we have to deal with the ·land as it
is ;mbdivided now, and· I am only saYing'.what
might. be 'done. We find a difficulty in saying
""\7'e will break up the whole street, and remodel
it. 'I' You cannot do it.
On 24 feet 'bI66kso;f .
ground you could put up one house aft.er th;e·dt.l}er,
but -if you want an ideal little home' -to ,liv~iti
yourself,· you want a block 33ft, x 132ft.,
C
5281'.' That is equal to 24ft. x 100ft. on Ii single
fronage ?-Yes, arid I would prefer putting three
rodins up instead of four und-er some, conditions
,.
theil.
~
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William Richard Butch~r, sworn and examined.
5282. By the Cha,irman ....:..-What are you t Town Clerk, Collingwood.
5283. You have heard Oouncillor Luxford's
evidence 1-Yes.
5284. Do you agree with substantially the whole
of his evidence 1-Yes. I may mention that Councillor Luxford's fellow councillors look upon him
We recognise
as something of a philanthropist.
that he makes very elaborate provision for his
tenants. The houses that he builds are of the
very best.
5285. You have a Health Offioor, and a Public
Works Officer 1-Yes.
5286. Have you any suggestion to make as to
the improvement of the Local Government Act,
or the Health Act, or a·ny of those laws that you
have to work under 1-There is one alteration that
seems to be necessary in the Health Act, and that
is that at the present time a man may have a
block of -land, facing a lane, and he may build
on it. We have no power to prevent him but
bluff.
5287. You consider. the council should have the
necessary power to prevent him'.1'-:'Most decidedly.
5288. By the Hon. J. G. Aikman.-You have
power under the Local Government Act as to the
width of the street that he builds to 1-Under the
Health Act any new subdivision has to front a
50 feet street, but anything subdivided previous
to 1888, he· can build on to any width.
5;289. You could bring that into your building
regulations.-I do not know that we could override the Health Act.
5290. It would not be over-riding it. It would
be taking advantage of the provisions. We ha.ve
that in our building:regulations as to what width
it should be ~-Yes, but we could not dver.ride the
Health Act.
5291. But the Health Act before 1888 did not
specify any width of street for buildings 1-N0,
but the 1890 Act specifies any new street should
be 50 feet.
5292. You could say in your buildiI~g regulations that no house shall be built to a street less
than 50 feet wide 1-We will adhere to the Hea.lth
Act in any new subdivisions and see that the
stroot should not be less than 50 feet, but our
building regulations are very old and we recognise
they want remodellin,g. We thought that as the
outcome of this Commission there might be some
recommendations as to 'building regulations, and
then we would fall in li~e with the others.
5293. By Jh.e p!~(J;irma;n.-You contend that
with the lanes that have been constructed preceding 1890, you have no power to prevent a building
being :re-erected there V-No, and ours are very
old subdivisions, so that we are practically .powerless. .
5294. By lffr. Menzies.-The only way of enforcing it would be by some method of resuming
the whole area and subdividing it 1-That has been
mentioned. One of our councillors has been
specially interested in the question of resuming
one area and making it a garden area-he lectured
on it at the Gipps-street Mission. He took a block
which is one of our worst areas, and dealt with it
in this way, and he estimated that the cost would
be: £400,000. It was not a very large area, and
that is what it would cost to lay it ont a.nd alter
the streets.
5295. By Mr. lffenzies.-Would that find
residences for the whole of· the present occupants ~
-No, he could not build the same· number of
houses again. This was just a proposition to la.y
it. out as a garden area..
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5296; You could not ~ll us what surplus there
would ·be over to deal with V-No, but the council
lor ha.s the figures, I know, because he went into
it very exhaustively and lectured on it.
Tha.t is
in regard to one of the most overcrowded localities. This councillor is well up in the subject and
his figures show that it would cost £400,000.
5297. By the Hon. H. F. Richardson.-It is not
a large area-it is not a mile square 1-0h, no,
nothing like it-it is one small block.
5298. By the Ohairman.-What is the name of
the councillor ~-Oouncillor Evans. He is also a
builder, and could give you valuable information
otherwise. There is another drawback in this particular area, and that is that there is an estate there
called the Henley Estate, which was purchased
in the early days of Collingwood, and on that
estate they merely leased the lands. They would
not sell them. The consequence was that people
merely put up buildings that would last their time,
and, as the leases ran out, they let the buildings
get into a bad state of repair.
Now they have
been selling some of that land, and that has improved the conditions very much.
5299. Do you remember that some years ago
Councillor Rain was dealing with the, question of
consumption before your counciH-Yes, I was
•
secretary of the Oommission.
5300. What did that Commission do?-We were
instrumental in having the Heatherton Sanatorium
built. That was the outcome of the work of the
Oonference.
5301. Did the committee consider that it was
owin,g to, .the bad ventilation of the houses that
consumption was prevalent at that timet-That
was one of the contributing causes. Bad housing
very much contributes to the disease and the
spread of it. One of the difficulties that we labour
under is that we have no power to compel consumptives to go to the home, unless the patient
happens to be merely a lodger in a house.
'5302. Does your health officer make frequent
visits to the houses in your district 1-Yes, he is
continually visiting them.
5303. Is he ,premanently engaged f-Yes.
5304. What.is his salary¥-£100 per annum.
'5305. Then you do not expect him to put in the
whole of his time f---;N 0, he does not pretend to.
5306. He has his own private practice as well ~
-Yes.
5307. How much time does he devote to your
work' - TheOity Inspector is continuously
through the houses, ·and as he wants them condemned he brings the Health Officer along to inspect them. They are always under supervision
by -the Inspector.
5308. Who do you think would be a. properly
competent ·person to condemn a house-a Health
Officer or.a man who had knowledge of building
construction 1-The City Inspector is generally
the one who brings the houses under the Board's
notice, and he has had experience in building construction. We kno:w that in some of these cases
we might, perhaps, wipe out a. whole street j but
what are we going to do with the people 1
5309. If you pull down, you must have a constructive policy as well ¥-Well, the people must
have somewhere to go. Of course there are many
of our houses that might 00 condemned. There
was one we had on the list many years ago, but
there was an old lady living there who owned the
property, and lived by herself, and we decided
that.jM)ong as the old laQY lived, ~here we would
allow tlie honae to remain, but it was not to be
tenanted by,any on,e else. We had another case
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where a~ old lady lived 'f~r sixty years i~ the
house. It is unfit for habitation, but the old lady
lives by herself, her family has been brought up
there, .and they have gone out, and we. let her
remain.
5310. Then really your houses are condemned
on the recommendations of the Inspector after
consultation with the Health Officer?-Yes,i we
take the condemned houses out here and tHere,
and allow air spaces in between the others. !we
do not take out a whole row together.
5311. From your experience as a town clerk, do
you consider that a Greater Melbourne Council
would be the best to control the matters of health
and housing~-I think so, and I think that isithe
i
opinion of our own council. .
, 5312. You are thoroughly convinced of that?Yes, I believe so.
.
i
5313 .. You think it would be more economically
managed, and that reform work could be more
effectively done~-Yes. I may say that much!has
been said about Collingwood a'nd its housing, Ilbut
we are in rather a peculiar position, because we
are the oldest mnnicipality Jlext to Melbourne. : In
the early days many houses were put up to last:for
a certain time, and, somehow or other, they ~ave
been allowed to remain. I'have One place in m;ind
where we condemned a number ,of houses, ,the
other day, with only 80 feet frontage from street
to street; whatever happens to that land, you
could make no great result of it. The councillors
have said that we should allow no more house~ to
be put up .where these have been condemned-that
we should buy the land and make children's playgrounds of it. We have taken out about ei1ght
houses in that block, and, as the others becqme
bad; ,we will endeavour to get them off and buy
the land.
.
I
5314. By the Hon. H. F. Richardson.-H.ave
the housing conditions of the people' in Collingwood become worse of recent'years?-I think they
. have improved, undoubtedly.
5315. Is there not more over-crowding 'than a
few years back ?-N0, there may be, several families living in a house, and we have difficulties
about fi.nding them out, unless it is brou~ht un~er
our notice. When our valuer goes round, he I:l;sks
how niany people are living in a house, but it is,
misrepresented to him.
"
!
5316. Have the rents increased of recent yeairs?
-Yes, considerably.'
, .~
5317. By lrfr. CoUer.-Out of all proportIon?
-They have increased very much.
.
5318. By the H on. H. F. Richards'on.-Is it because the people :cannot get other nouses?-Yes,
if you go through Collingwood you would not find
a vacant house. '
5319. Then it must be necessarily because of the
over-crowding ?-N0, not necessarily-the ho~ses
are all occupied. We -get a case of over-crowdmg
brought under. our notice now and again, and we
immediately take action.
5320. By the Chairman.-Do you not .think it
would be a good thing if your valuers were instructed by the council to take the number of
occupants in the houses~.,......We do that now.
5321. -Does he get the correct information 1Well, we found, when the census was taken, that
there was a great difference betwee'n our valuer's
return and the census return, showing conclusively that the valuer did not get the information
correctly.
'
5322. Can you remember the differenc.e&u-It
was\.lsome"thousandiJ, •1: thillk-it~ 'Y~~ 4;;QOQ, differ-ence..,inJ',the";;P9IiJll ation .0:(uQQlJJpgW..92d>' 1

!, ,

5323. Do you think 'some penalty clause should
be imposed on the occupiers of dwellings for not
giving a true statement of the number of occupants 1-Yes.
5324. By Mr. j1fenzies.-In the census returns
you have to take the number of people actually
there at that time, which may include visitors 1Yes, but I am referring to the whole of the population of Collingwood, and there should not have
been that difference.
5325. Well, there must be a difference ~-Yes,
but not a great deal.
5326. What is the population now of Collingwood 1-Thirty-six thousand.
, 5327. That is 11 per cent. difference, and that
is too much1-Yes.
5328. By the Han. J. G. Ailcman.-Do you
think that rents have gone up more in proportion
than the wages ~-Yes, I think so.
5329. They are taking advantage of the shortage
of 1'touses there g--Well, as' Councillor LuXford
told you, you cannot build houses now except at
a highly increased rent.
5330. By Mr. aotter.-But that does not refer
to old housesg-No.
5331. A.nd they have gone up too 1-Yes.
5332. By the Han. J. G. Aileman.-Were they
let at unpayable rents before g- ~0, I would not
say that.
5333. By the Chairman.- What would be the
average rent of a three, four, or five roomed house
in Collingwood ~-It all depends on the street
they are in. Some of the poorer streets are very
much less. I have in mind a row of houses that
we pulled down, which were 8s. a week.
5334. Were they three-roomed places?-I do
not kno~, but they were old places.
5335. With no baths or coppers, I suppose~
I do not think so. (By Mr. Luxford).-In
Hotham-street they are paying 11s. a week rent in
parts.
5336. By jl-fr. jl-fenzies.-That is not exorbitant?
-,,-(By Mr.-Lyxfor.,4).-No.
5337. Whae sort of a house would that be for
:fls.;?-fBY"Mr.lAtxford).-I do not know. They
are "fairly old, I think,and I do not know what
accommodation they have. I know a man said
yesterday that he was paying 11s. rent, and the
house was not worth it. I said to him, "How
many rooms have you," and he said, "Four."
5338. By the Witnes8.-In connexion with the
old houses, an increa~ .hll,f!. peen made when t~ey
have been done up, because the .wages are high,
and the cost of materiaI i~- liigH. gIrlIl!'-'C
5339. By Mr. Menzies.-Can you give the Commission any idea as to the number of people who
own their cottages in Collingwood ?-I could not
do it without taking the information out.
I
could get it from our municipal roll, where we
have the occupiers and owners separately.
In
some streets you will find nearly all owners, and
in other streets you will not find an owner.
5340. Could you get that list for us g-Yes, I
will .send it along to the Commission. I may say
that in the poorer streets there are practically no
owners.
-5341. By the H on. H. F. Richardson.-A.re there
many property-owners in Collingwood owning a
large number of houses ?-There are some, but, as
far as the landlords are concerned, it is only occasionally that we have any difficulty in regard to
the doing up of their ho11 ses .. We just go along
and say it has to be done, and they do it.
_ 5342. By Mr. aotter.-They generally IJ:!.fike
. the tenant pay for it in increased rent, sp'it d~8
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not concern them ~-1 do not know about that.
The Chairman:- asked some time ago if the result
of the appointment of the Commission has influenced the council in any way, and in regard to
that I would' like to say absolutely "No," except
that I would say that we went round to see the
houses you had photographed, or tried to get
photographed. I may say that in the last twelve
years we have condemned 300 odd houses in
Collingwood.
The witnMs withdrew.

18th September, 1,1114..

5357. It. haa not been under discussion ~-No.
5358. How far did you think £5,000 would go

in the direction of coping with the difficulty that
confronts the city of Melbourne in the slum
areas?-Not very far.
5359. What was the estimate that you put down
as being likely to be required for the purpose of
eliminating these slums ~-I have not the slightest'
idea.
5360. Have you not had that under consideration?-No.
5361. Now, huye you any proposals to o'ffer to
Adjourned.
this Commission which you think will help us in
our deliberations; have you any recommendations
to put forward ?-No; I cannot say that I have.
r
have here, however, a few facts and figures
STATE PARLIAMENT HOUSE.
which I intend to submit for your consideration.
These figures show that we have been endeavoring •
TUESDAY; 15TH SEPTEMBER, 1914.
for some years past to improve the condition of
things in the city of Melbourne. I, as chairman,
Present:
only voice the views of my fellow members when
lh. R. SOLLY, lLL.A., chairman;
I say that we have done a great deal in the direcMr. Cotter,
Mr. Sternberg, M.L.C., I
tion in which your inquiries are being made. The
Mr. Richardson,
Mr. Aikman,
conditions are exceedingly better than they were
.'
Mr. Menzies.
Mr. Baird,
ten years ago, and this has been brought about
by the gradual demolishing of the slum areas. We
Alderman William Burton, sworn and examined. order the demolition of houses which are con5343. By the Chairman.-What is your full sidered unfit for human habitation.
5362. D~ you .instruct your health officer to go
name ?-William Burton.
round and InVestIgate, or do you have an inspector
5344. What are you ?-A coachbuilder.
5345. Do you occupy a position in the City to go round for the purpose of seeing the condiCouncil ?-Yes; I am an alderman of the City tions under which the people are living~-Our
inspectors go round, and they report to the health
Council.
5346. Have they a Building Committee con- officer, who is a doctor, and he then goes to see
them. He makes an inspection, and then sends
nected with that Council ~-Yes.
5347. Are you a member of that Committee~ on a recommendation to the Committee, and we
accept his recommendation. A notice is then sent
No.
5348. Have you any idea as to what the Com- to the owner or occupier of the place that by a
mittee's proposals are in regard to the purpose certain date they must leave the premises, in order
for which this Commission has met together-that that they may be repaired or pulled down.
is, regarding the slum areas in portions of Mel5363. Have you ever given any consideration
bourne ~-1 am not aware that they have taken to the position of the tenants who are occupying
that matter into consideration, buf r ~hink the the class of house which you condemn, and as to
Health Committee, of which I am chairman, has what is to become of them ~-No; but that is a
been dealing with it more than any other Com- trouble which I have always seen.
mittee.
15364. You have never recommended anything
5349. Have they met recently for the purpose of to the Council in the way of making some proconsidering this question 1-Not for the purpose of vision for them?-No.
actually considering this question, but we have a
5365. Has your Council ever discussed the matmeeting fortnightly, and matters appertaining to ter from that point of view¥-No.
this question come before the Committee.
5366. Have you left the tenants to shift for
5350. You IUean the hOllsing problem ~-Yes; themselves entirely?-Yes.
the condeiniliiig "'iif, houses" and the repairing of
5367. Do you think that is a right attitude for
them, &c.
'
the Council to take up 9-W e have not the money
5351. Have they made any recommendations to with which to do anything.
the 1Ielbourne City CounciH-No.
5368. Of course, you are apart from the Local
5352. Have they not drafted any recommendaGovernment
Act, but have you no powers under
tions for the consideration of the CounciH-No.
5353. Have they the matter under considera- your present Act to erect dwellings ~-Weare
tion ?-Yes; we have had the matter under con- apart from the Local Government Act.
5369. But have you no powers under your presideration, and we proposed to place a certain
sent
Act to borrow money for the purpose of erectamount out of the loan ,which has just been floated
in a fund for this purpose, but we were not able ing dwellings 9-1 cannot say, as I am not SUre
about it.
to carry it through.
5370. Now, you say that you have collected
. 5354. What did you intend to do with that
money~-We proposed to have £5,000 put on the some information which you desire to place before
estimates for the purpose of seeing whether it were the Commission 1-Yes. I have here a few facts
not possible to erect dwelling houses for the poor. and figures for your information.-[ Statements
5355. And you thought of that £5,000 as a handed to the Chairman.]-1n 1903 we condemned
42 houses; ten years after, in 1913, we condemned
start 1-Yes.
5356. Has your Council given any considera- 372 houses, and in the first eight months of the
tion to the Act that was carried during last ses- present year (1914) we have condemned 502
-.v • .u
....
sion of Parliament which empowered councils to houses.>,_
5371. By the Hon. J. 8ternberg.-Are those all
borrow £50,000 for the" erection of workmen's
homes¥-Not that I am aware of.
within. ~ motropolitan I\re& , -Tlwse"are within
>

>
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the city of 'Melbourne, which includes North Melb~u:rne, Kensington, and Oarlton. They- are under
the jurisdiction of the Melbourne Oity Oouncil.
5372. By lv/r. Baird.-How many did you condemn last year
condemned 372 houses last
year.
5373. By the lIon. II. F. Richardson.-And you
have condenUled 502 already this yead-Wehave
conliemned that number during the first eight
months of the present year, and we consider that
we are doing a good work. We also feel some
consideration for the people who are placed in the
position mentioned by the Ohairman-that is, the
poor people who are .put out of their houses. The
difficulty is to know wherc they are to go.
.5374.' By J~fr. Baird.-What was done with the
502 houses that were (iondemned ?-One hundred
,and thirty-eight were repaired, 37 were pulled
down; and 32 are under repair at the present time.
Of course, we have to deal with things as we find
them, and houses which were considered desirable
resideI;lcesperhaps 40 years ago cannot be considered so now; We have had to deal with things
as we ,have found them, as we have not the 'opportunity of erecting la new city. I think that we
have done the best possible under the circumstances.
'
5375. Have all the 'property-owners been ,treated
alike in connexion with the .reports of your officers ~-I believe so. I ha\-e always boasted that
t.he Health Oommittee of the Oity Oouncil has
.known ,no one.
,5316. When we have ·been going round, examining these slums, especially in Oarlton, statements have been made that certain persons have
been given ,a preference
is impossible to
please everyone, and I have had many people
coming .to me and saying that they have ·been
very harshly treated. Whenever I inquired into
the matter, however, I Jound that they had no
grounds for their complain.t. Wherever you ,impose conditions such as thcse upon .people, .they
will think you ,are very hard.
.'
5377. We ;were shown b:uildings which had been
allowed to remain, and -w;hich w;ithout, doubt were
most insanitary, and we were also shown others
which had been condemned, although better buildi:r;tgs.-Unless you can give me some specific in'
stance, I cannot deal w:ith that.
, 5378. By the Ohairman:-You say that twelve
year~ ago, in 1903, you condem~ed 42 .houses, and
that yon have conuemneli an mcreasmg ;numbf)r
u~til in the first portion of the present year you
have condemned 502 houses'?-Yes.
5379. 'What was -th~ cause of your extra
anxiety in 1914 as compareil, say, with 1910, when
you only condemned '249 houses ?-W e had a
change of officers, and the Health' Oommittee laid
down a higher standard altogether when the Ilew
health officer'was appointed. The officer of health
has ,acted up to t4e instructions received from
the Oommittee.
5380 . .r'l.pparently during this -period of twelve
years you have pulled down 204 houses?-Yes.
5381. Are there any lcft which ought to be
punej:l down ?-Yes. Orders have been issued, and
more win be pulled down within the next few
~onths. We propose to be ,as lenient as possible
with the O1\rners, and so We anow them to pull
them dOCWll themselves, in order that they may
.sell the mate;rifll ,and save ally possible expenses.
However, iJ .they do· nq,t. pun, them '.down after a
cenain time, thJ'jn; 1~i~:)~i~1.
" . \~a,
.. 5382. What is .. the ballis you .go, , upon ,as to
,whe~:p.er. ~ hollse ,i~jl.t .!Ql'JJILQ.waY,habitatii::m or

not f-A badly-drained house would be condemned,
also a badly-ventilated one, or one in which the
floors were below the level of the footpath or rightof way, as the case might be. If the roof of a
house was very low it would be condemned, and
also for similar things.
5383. And on the inspector's report that thc
house is not fit for human habitation, and the
doctor's certificate to the same effect, you would
order it to be demolished?-Yes.
5384. That is, if it cannot be repaired?-Yes.
5385. But you give the owners every 0
nity of putting the house in
air befo
d ?Yes. In many cases, if the
ctor, tells us that
it. is no use repairing the house, then we tell the
owner plainly that the house must come do'wn.
5386. What follows after the condemnation?The premises are repaired or there is a vacant
allotment, as a rule, but in some instances a small
factory is erected.
5387. It has been said bv some of the witnesses
who have been before thi~ Oommission that the
renova tion of these places is only a sham. Do you
there is any truth in those statements?should hope not, and would be sorry to think
it were so.
5388. Take, for instance, a house in a lane off
Queensberry-street, in Oarlton, close to the State
school. I belicve it was stated by the Health Officer
thai the ventilation was bad, and also the sanitation, bnt the Oity Oouncil ordered holes to be
bored under the weatherboards at the bottom of
t:p.e house, or at the foundations of the house. Do
you know anything about that property1-I cannot say that I am acquainted with the particular
property you speak of, but I have seen a place off
Queensberry-street in a very unsatisfactory con
dition, and that may be what you refer to.
,5389. I am referring to 'Lansdowne~placc.-That
is -the .place, but I am not aware of the facts that
.ypu have referred to. I have not seen the holes
bored under' 'the weatherboards, as stated.
5390:\iDo you think that boring a few holes
,through the weatherboards would meet the object
in view and give the necessary ventilation f-No,
I do not, and I hardly credit it.
539.1. Has your Oommittee, qrh~ve you yourself, visited any of these places which have been
'condenmed, in order to see the conditiqn they are

in ~-No.

I

'5392. Have you visited any of the places which
the ovmers have been "instrJctU t'o' ~ut in proper
repair ?-No.
5393: Then you rely entirely upon your officers ?-Y ~s, the officers of the Health Departmcnt
alid .the ,city architect.
5394. Do you not think the chairman of a committee such as your Health Oommittee should pay
.a !,visit occasionally to these places and make himself acquainted with matters on the spot ~-N0, I
,do not, as regards individual houses. If I did
think so I would have no time. As it is I spend
nearly five days every week at the TOIVll Hall,
and if I did as you suggest I w.ould have no time
for private business at all. It would be unreasonable to ask any gentleman to go round and
vi,si t all these places in North Melbou::ne, Oarlton, and Kensington; he could not pOSSIbly make
an inspection of them.
,
:5395. No doubt it would take up all·his
I could not do it. I have, however, visited nearly
.all the localities where this class .of house' ia
situated on several "o.ccasions.
i. ,

"

0396. Would you be surprised if I make a statement to the effect that witnesses before this Commission have given evidence and said that a certain house has been ordered to be put in proper
repair by the landlord, but that all he has done,
so far as renovation is concerned, has been to
bore a few small holes ·through the weatherboards,
and that the house has then been passed as fit for
human habitation 1-I have no knowledge of it.
5397. Are you surprised at such a statement
being made?-Ye8.
5398. By the Jlon. J. O. Aikman.-You have
110 reason to doubt the reports as gi vell to you
by your Health Officed-None whatever.
5399 ..And I suppose. if they sent in a report
that caused disagreement on the Committee, that
then you yourself or some other member of the
Committee would visit that particular place 1Yes.
5400. Do you believe, as has been stated by one
witness, that a certain house, after being eondemned, was passed when a few holes had been
bored through the weatherboards?-I would not
believe it.
5401. I visited this property, and a lot of other
things had been done beside the holes having been
bored ?-I cannot believe that statement.
5402. By the Ohairman.-Now, going back to
the powers that you have under your Act, do yon
think that your Act gives you sufficient power to
deal with the important question of the health of
the city, or have you any suggestions to make in
the direction of an alteration of the law, with the
object of giving you wider powers ?-As far as I
know, we have been able to deal with anything
that has come before us so far. I have never
found any difficulty, but there are certain things
which are anomalous. For instance, the Board of
Health may ask us to examine a place. where ice
cream is manufactured, in order to see whether it
is a fit and proper place for the purpose: Now,
as a matter of fact, they can manufacture ice
cream quite independently of the City Councilor
of the Board of Health, and therefore this is a
farce, as we have no power to stop them.
5403. Do you think you should have power to
stop them~-We think we should have power to
prohibit the manufacture of articles of food for
human consumption unless they are manufactured
in a fit and proper place.
5404. At the present time you say you have no
power to do that?-No. .
5405. Thep,. you lvould like to see the law altered
S,O that the Council should have powed-Yes,
decidedly.
5406. By the Hon. H. F. Richardson.-Do you
t,hink the law should be altered in the same way
in regard to giving you control over places where
fruit is stored until consumed by the public 1Yes.
5407 . We have seen some disgraceful places
used for the storage of fruit ?~It should not be
permitted.
5408. Then you think the Act should be
amended so as to give municipal councils greater
power in this direction ?-Yes. We have tried
to get the Health Act altered dozens of times by
the Board of Health, but we have always failed.
,Ve have been told repeatedly that we have no
power.
5409. By the Ohai1'lnan.-Take the case of this
vlace off Queensberry-street Lansdowne-place.
We were told that a man there used to bottle
oysters and other shellfish in a filthy place that
was not i'e ally fit for a dog to live in, let alone

a hum'an being. If a case like that were reported
to you by the health officer, would not you have
power to order the man to desist 1-I do not
think so.
54JO. When you say you do not think so, would
you know, as chairman of the Health Committee 1-0f course, I am not a lawyer.
5411. Have you had any advice upon this important question ?-We have had advice upon
many questions, and have been informed that we
have no power, but I do not know as to this particular question. I know we have had advice in
many similar questions, and I mentioned one JUSt
now when I spoke of the ice cream manufacturers.
5412. And you Flay that when the City Council
took legal advice, they found they had no power
to deal 'with that?-Yes, and the pUblic Board
of Health took advice from the Crown solicitor,
lind he said they had no power. .
5413. Have you seen the proposed Bill which
was brought in by Mr. Watt for a Greater :M:elbourne Council ?~-I read a great deal of it.
5414. Do you think there should be some central authority to deal with all these important
questions 1-N o.
.
.5415. You do not believe in one central authority?-No.
5416. You believe in individual councils carrying out their work in their own way, to suit their
own districts?-I think if a lot of the councils
were grouped together that it would be a very
great advantage, as I do not believe in all these
little municipalities each having a president and
secretary and all that sort of thing. I believe they
should be grouped' under some scheme, but I do
110t believe in the Greater Melbourne Council.
5417. Are they not grouped now, so far as representation is concerned, on the Metropolitan
Board of Works and on the Board of Health~
Yes.
5418. When you say you believe in the grouping system, do you favour that systein ?-I do not
follow.
5419. At the present time the election for representatives on the Board of Health and on the
Metropolitan Board is done by grouping the
municipalities and shires; do you agree with that
system ~-I do not think that would apply to a
big city like Melbourne.
. 5420. Then" what ,do you suggest should apply
to a big city like Melbourne i-I think you can
let Melbourne alone, as it is well able to take care
of itself.
5421. And work out its own salvation 1-Yes;
but they should be given more power.
5422. At present it appears that they have not
been able to work out the salvation of these slums?
-We have been doing it in a gradual way, and I
thInk .it would be wrong for any body of men to
do what we have done in the past years all in
one year.
5423. You have had a number of. years to do
it in?-Y es, ~nd we have been and are doing it
welL
5424. You mean gradually but surely?-Yes,
we think so.
5425. By the Hon. J. Sternberg.-How many
members are there on your Health Committee~

Six.
5426. Have they respective duties, or do they
a~t

as one body?--We act as a body.

5427. What are the principal fe'atures that you

deal with in cpnnexio'n ·with the City Council1 t.nke it health is 'one i-Yes.
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5428. What are the other functions I-Sanitation is another.
5429. Is the erection of buildings anothedYes. Then there is a Market Committee, a BuildingCommittee, and Abattoirs Committee, an Electric Lighting Committee, and a Finance Committee. In addition there are what I call many
"side shows." For instance, I represent the
Council on the Public Board of Health, I represent the Council as chairman of the New Cemetery, and I represent the Council on the Simatol'ium for Consumptives.
5430. And those are all different Committees ~
-Yes. There is in addition the Parks and Gartiens Committee, and they join hands with six
Government representatives. As I say, there are
many side shows independent of these Committees.
5431. Now, you say you' have condemned 502
houses this year?-Yes.
,
5432. You gave 'an explanation to the Commission as to how a portion of these were being dealt
with,but what about the balance¥-We have a
fresh batch which has been. presented to us, and
we are dealing with them gradually. Every meeting we deal with a fresh batch.
5433. Has the Council had before it the question of providing homes for working men ¥-N o.
5434. Have you never considered that in any
way~-No, as we have not the money.
5435. Is your Council inclined to consider that
question at aIH-I cannot say.
5436. But you contend that the metropolitan
area is much better than it was?-It is a great
deal better.
5437. And you think you are giving it proper
attention ~-I would like to point out that it is
only of recent years that we have taken over
North Melbourne. Regarding the city proper, I
say that a person seeing Little Bourke-street today, and knowing it twenty years ago, would not
recognise it now.
- 5438. Then the conditions are betted-It cannot be recognised as the same street, as the conditions have been so much improved. I asked a
police inspector recently where the slums were,
and he said, " I do not know."
5439. Now, this place known as Lansdowneplace, where we saw fruit stored under such unsatisfactory conditions; are you taking any action
in connexion with that?-Yes.
, 5440. What is being done~-We have con.demned thirteen houses in Lansdowne-place.
5441. Have they been demolished ~-N o.
544,2. Are they being renovated again ¥-Five
out of the thirteen are being repaired.
5443. What are these five-are they small
houses or are they two-story bnildings ¥-I do not
know. I think they are little villas, but the doctor
.will be able to tell you when he gives evidence.
. 5444. However, you are taking action in connexion with this matter~-Yes. We have condemned thirteen houses in Lansdowne-place and
twelve in Canada-lane.
5445. What has transpired in connexion with
them ?-We have condemned ten in Bennett's-lane,
we have condemned nineteen in another street,
and sixteen in Exploration-lane; also we· have
condemned twelve in Eagle-alley and sixteen in
Little Bourke-street, and we are still going on.
We are doing it regularly every year, and increasing the number condemned almost each year.
5446. By the Ohairman.-What do you propose
to do with the land 'iip'oii' which these conderiined
houses are'situated, seeing that they are not large
enough to build a decent cottalle upon ¥ If that'

is so, the areas are surely too small for factories,
and I would like to know what you propose to
do with such land?-We have not taken that matter into consideration, as it is a matter for the
owner to consider what he will do with the land.
5447. Evidence has been given before this Commission to the effect that the City Council has
refused to allow landlords to rebuild cottages on
the land formerly occupied by condemned houses,
but have insisted upon factories beiug put up.
Now, if an area is too small to build a house upon,
surely it is too small for a factory ?-Not necessarily so.
5448. Wonld there not be more than three or
four persons working in, a factory?-There are
many factories where one Chinaman works by
himself.
'
5449. But surely you do not want to encourage
thaH-No.
'
5450. I presume you )V'ant to encourage sound
manufacturing by Europeans?-We have to deal
with things as we find them. A piece of land
may be 20 feet square, and so not big enough for
a cottage, but it will be large enough for a factory in which either two Chinamen or two Europeans could work.
5451. We had a case reported to us in evidence
to the efl'ect that the City Council refused to
allow a land-owner to build upon certain land
because it was not suitable for dwellings. Now,
would it not be an exceptional case to put up a
factory which would only accommodate one or
two persons ?-As far as I am concerned, I do
not deal with these matters personally at all.
5452. Well, how would you propose to deal with
a case of that sort?-That would be a matter for
th,e landlord to decide.
5453. But you may be depriving a man of his
means of existence; why should a landlord suffer
in that way ~-Generally the o'\'l1lers of these allotments know when they buy them what the regulations are, and that they are not '"suitable for
houses., Ofcourse,rtthey might merge two allotments into one and get over the difficulty ill that
way.
5454. But supposing a landlord had two allotments in different localities-practically isolated
allotments. Do you 110t think the Council should
compensate the landlord and take over the land,
or do you think it fair that the landlord should
suffer the total loss?-Many of these landlords
have bought these prop'el'ties,!,,:ith their eyes wide
open, and knowing very w~n'1:.thatf1fu~y. may be
condemned. They simply buy them because they
can get a good interest on their money, and so
they take the risks.
5455. Then, under the circumstances you think
they should sufl'er the loss ?-I think they have
had a fair innings, and had more than their money
back since they bought them. They took the risk,
and 'so they must put up with the consequences.
I have heard only recently of a place changing
hands simply because it was known that it was
to be condemned. In another place a house was
condemned before it was sold.
5456. If a private individual purchases a
property that has not been condemned by the
City Council, why should he run the risk of losing
what he has put into that property?-He took
the risk.
5,457. If the Council neglects to have some
proper basis laid down, why should that individual suffer a loss ?-Any house that was standing in a small street in '1872 may be rebuilt;1indno one can stop the o'\'l1ler from rebuildilig!l' . '

